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Ethnic Studies

Screening committee stalls appljcations
by PAM WHITENER
A screening committee appointed by Burton Williams, dean of
the School of Social and Behavioral
Sciences, met openly with minority representatives May 18 in
Grupe Conference Center.
The two-hour taped meeting
allowed individuals to ask questions concerning the selection of
two or three ethnic studies in~
structors for the coming year.
Members of the committee are
Chairman Jose Licano, director of
the Migrant Education-Extended
Degree Phmning Program; Robert Yee, professor and chairman
of the Political Science Department; Tony Hollow, associate program director of the Center for
Career Studies; James Goodrich,
assistant professor and director of
the 'Mass Media Program; and
Alma Spithill, associate professor
of psychology.
Licano explained at the start 'of
the hearing that the function of the
screening committee is to examine
the credentials of the applicants
received by April 15 and make .
recommendations to Williams by
June 11.
Students called the committee
"loaded" with people of ethnic
backgrounds that could effect the
decisions on applications, and
which could also serve as a "front
for the administration."

Several students attending the
meeting said that Central is manifesting its racist view by pitting
groups against each other through
competition for the two or three
remaining positions. One committee member went further to say,
"This has been a festering sore for
.f!y_e years."
Williams-- said he called the
committee members by phone
about three weeks ago and that
they agreed to serve. They were
selected for their backgrounds he
explained, to give a good representation of all minority groups.
Williams said that once he had
explained the committee's duties,
he purposely tried to stay out of
meeting decisions. That, plus being out of town returning from a
conference, was why he did not ·
attend the public hearing.
In the past, the Ethnic Studies
Program had an advisory council.
On March 9 Williams was contacted and asked to discuss policies
with the council. He said the
meeting lasted for fr~m two to
three hours and although there
were disagreements, Williams considered it a success. During the
meeting he and the council members talked of the quality of staff
needed and up-grading the credentials for the program.
,Williams said other disagree·
ments stemmed from the constitution and by-laws having no

,...

Student's statement
The Minority Student Coalition of Central feels that in
order for all students to obtain a complete and quality
education:
--Ethnic Studies must be retained;
--there must be a minimum of four positions in Ethnic
Studies;
--each position must be filled by a minority reflecting
non-white culture and lifestyle (Chicano, Native American,
Asian American, Black);
-PhD's should not be a necessary or mandatory
requirement for Ethnic Studies teaching positions;
--Ethnic Studies must be viewed as an intricate and
fundamental part of the Central curriculum;
--there must be recognition that Ethnic Studies is the only
academic program or department on campus reflective of
the communities from which peoples of color originate;
--there must be minority, community and student input
into minority programs;
--there must be administrative and academic recognition
tbat, due to the lack of minority faculty and staff at
Central, Ethnic Studies does and must serve a multiple
purpose;
-there must be an administrative and academic recogmtion that Ethnic Studies promotes and builds ethnic
awareness among all students;
--Ethnic Studies must be viewed as an attempt to promote
harmonious interaction while allowing for personal and
ethnic integrity;
--alternatives to the academic status quo must be allowed
to grow and prosper so that all students might do the same.

The committee members, called a ''front
for the administration," were bombarded
with questions from an{{ry students.
one's approval but their own. The all aspects of all students' educouncil decided to dissolve, feeling cation. The problem isn't with
it held no role in discussing or minorities but with students who
planning the progress of the have_ no concept of minorities:,...
Phil Briscoe" former black -stud-'
Ethnic Studies Program. Six
weeks after dissolving, Williams ies instructor, resigned and that
was told of the council's decision to position was frozen by Vice Presidisband.
dent for Academic Affairs Edward
Students expressed a feeling of Harrington because of lack of
urgency at the public hearing, funds. Briscoe said that according
hqping by the time the committee . to past dealings, "We get into the
made its recommendations the ·trap of being constant beginners."
most qualified applicants would
Williams said it is up to tlie
still be available to come to
committee to include a black
Central. ·
Pio Decano, director of Multi- studies instructor in the recomcultural and Multilingual Teacher mendations.
Education, also expressed urgency
Two instructors have been on
in order to obtain quality and leave for the past year. Their ·
· decisions on whether or not to
quantity of applications.
In a reading of the job descrip- return to Central determines how
tion, Licano said acceptable cre- many positions will need to be
dentials included a PhD in social filled. Omar Arambul has been
and behavioral sciences with replaced by Justino Balderrama
this past year. Arambul will not
teaching experience.
Students repeatedly said a PhD return to Central.
· Lawrence Porter, replaced by
is not necessary.
Four qualifications they thought Don Woodcock this year, has yet
important in the selection of ethnic to tell Williams his decision.
studies instructors are: that the Williams has sent two letters but
instructor be selected irom the has heard nothing from Porter. .
specific minority group he reprePaul Kurfowa, d1iector of Ethnic
sents; that he be capable of Studies, will not have his contract
relating to students by living and renewed; Kuriowa, according to
working in a minority communi· Williams, had · agreed to get his
ty; that he go out and seek input doctorate two years ago. As a
from the community; that he be result, his contract will not be
committed to education for non- renewed and he must take leave to
whites.
.
work on his doctorate.
One student said, "Ethnic stu"We- are-going to have an E"thnic
dies should be extended to cover
Studies program,," said Williams.

"In 1974 there were over 4,ooo·
minority students graduating with
-the doctorate." Williams said- he
wants qualified people to make
Ethnic Studies an outstanding
program. He said he feels this is
not so now.
"I am going to do what I think is
right,"' Williams said. "We are
going to have a program."
He also said there are funds
available to hire instructors with
PhDs. The applications include
persons with baccalaureates, masters and PhDs. The delay in tqe
committee's recommendations
may be detrimental in obtaining
the most qualified people for the
program Williams said. "If we
can't ·get the best qualified, we'll
do the best we can," lie added.
·If the committee does not come to
any decisions by June 11, Williams
said he would make the selections
from the 62 applications. The
number of applicants with minority background and experience
were not known by Williams.
The schedule hooks were to be
printed by May 18. Williams made
up a tentative list for the Ethnic
Studies Program from past sche·
dule books.
Central does have minority programs off-campus and with the
selection of an assistant vice
president for off-campus programs, they will no longer be
"shoe string" operations, Williams
·said.
·

Faculty favors union;
vote date undecided
by DAVID WASSER
Central's faculty is deciding when
to vote for a collective bargaining
agent.
Earlier this month the faculty
overwhelmingly supported the
decision to be represented by a
union.
A second vote scheduled for May
19 was to have decided which
agency was to represent them. But
a petition circulated by the Central
chapter of the American Associ~... tion of University Professors
·(AAUP) delayed that vote.
The AA UP petition ~equested a
r~view of Senate Motion 1495,
which the Senate had previously
defeated at their May 5 meeting.
This motion would have f>ostponed
the second vote until next fall
quarter.
At a special Senate meeting on
May 19, the Senate again defeated
this m.otion. But as pr~vided in the

Appeal date
postponed
It was announced last week that
former Central Police Chief Al
Pickles has requested and been
granted a postponement of his
appeal to be reinstated as Chief of
Central Police.
Attorneys for Pickles and the
State of Washington have agreed
that the appeal will take place
June 1. Dean Robert Miller stated
that Pickles was granted the
postponement but declined further
comment.

Faculty Code, the Senate action on
this motion must be reviewed by a
faculty referendum.
Should the final ballot take place
this spring, time will be the
primary problem. According to the
Executive Committee Contingency Plan for Collective Bargaining
Elections, the ballots would be
mailed t~ eligible voters on J ume 1
and would have to be returned by
June 10.
According to the contingency
plan, the ballot would have two
parts. The first section would list
all of the candidate agencies
wishing to represent the faculty,
as well as "other (specify)" and "no
agent" choices.
The second" section of the ballot
will list every possible combination of pairs of candidate agencies.
··~~····
The contingency pfan states: DRUNK SHERIFF-Kittitas County Sheriff got
"drunk driving," the program featured films and
"Section one of the ballot will be down to some serious drinking Saturday. In
speakers from alcoholism treatment facilities and
counted first. If no entry receives conjunction with alcohol awareness week, Barrett organizations. The program was sponsored by the.
a majority of the valid votes cast; volunteered to get intoxicated and drive a car. on the · Ellensburg Jaycees and the Community Alcoholism
·the two entries with the greatest _Ellensburg Airport Driving Range. In addition to
Center.
number of votes will compromise
the two-entry combination listed
in the the second part of the ballot
for which votes will be counted."
Also in their May 19 meeting the
Senate voted to allow members of
the administration to vote in the
election for choosing the representative agency. Critics of · the
Six juniors will serve as gray gray gowns have met with Regis- BOC Chairperson, will lead ~n the
motion claimed they were allowing gowns for this year's commence- trar Lou Bovos to learn their- presidential party of about 18
management to vote in a labor ment exercise on Sat., June 12 at duties. They are responsible for members.
issue.
ushering in the candidates for
lOpm.
Reverend Jerry Cole of the
Senate chairman David LY.gre
Nancy Petersen, Cindy Fowler, baccalaureate degrees, approxiChurch of the Nazerene in Ellenslater pointed out that the Faculty Barb Sowden, Michael Anderberg, mately 56 faculty members and
burg will be the acting minister for
Code requires certain administra- Mickael Flaa and AmyDe Laat are ~aster degree delegates~
the event.
tive personnel to vote in such an the juniors selected because of
- Bovos-feels the gray gowns are
election and many senators felt their high GP As.
very important in helping syncro-·
Floyd V. Hicks will be the
For the past three weeks, the nize commencement proceedings · prinCipal commencement speaker.
bound to follow the code.
and organizing the graduates.
Congressman Hicks, completing
Refoo-lfandaff.Profussorof Art~ his third term in office, graduated
has been faculty marshal since from Central in 1938 with a
1938. This will be his last official bachelor's degree in education.
duty since he is retiring, effective Hicks will speak to nearly 600
students taking part in the comin August .
Randall and Luanne Luehrs, mencement cerimonies.

Commencement P-lan.s made

. Six chosen as gray gowns

The··shorl.,
•

route1n10

Spring

and

Summer
These cool outfits
are fashioned for comfort ... style. Cotton knit
shirts and shorts, in
many color combos.

Ope n Friday till 9

pm~

a.-~------------------------------------•
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RHC projects go on
despite low interest
the item stolen with an identical
one. There have been three settleResidence Hall Council (RHC) ments for theft Jrom residence
has been in limbo since fall due to · halls at Central.
The RHC plans to have a table set
the few number of participants.
The council consists of the up at fall registration to explain,
officers and two representatives ~ sell the personal property insurfrom eaCb :dorm on campus. The ance and let people know how it
reason the numbers have been so works.
few is that not all dorms have · The type of policy used at Central
representatives in the council. was developed at Washington
State University.
Newly elected RHC officers are:
Other proposed activities by the
chairman, Scott Mueggler, Kennedy Hall; vice chairman, Glenn RHC are to get all the pianos
Wise, Music Dorm; secretary, tuned in dorms. They have set up a
Tamie Anderson, Sparks; and tentative bid of $500 for the job
treasurer, John Radanski, Kamo- through McCullough Music. They
la. The RHC recently rewrote and hope to have all the pianos tuned
by August.
ratified its constitution.
The RHC has been instrumental
One undertaking of the RHC this
year was the personal propehy in keeping the price for a cup of
insurance. For six dollars a year, it soda pop a minimum increase of 20
covers up to $1,500 per member ce~ts. In many administrative
and includes coverage for items of buildings ttie price is 25 cents.
An activity still in the making is a
fire, smoke, vandalism, theft and
others. There is a $50 deductible bottle cap flipping contest. RHC
charge on items of theft. In a case hopes to get the backing of. local
taverns and breweries.
of theft, the company may replace
May 27, 1976
by PAM WHITENER

Testing_ground of Qresidentia/cgndidates

How effective is the national primary system?
by KELLY J.RYAN
Watergate played the major role
in altering the national consciousness by showing how things work
in Washjngton, D.C., and now
many politicians really think a_nd
act. People are losing trust in the
-peo-ple and instifiitions "of government.
"Politicians," says Bill Bailey of
Tacoma, ~ senior at Central "are
definitely dishonest. They're
crooks. Honest politicians are a
thing of the past. Politieians and
bureaucrats are · interested not in
· serving the people but in upping
their p~y and extending the~
vacation time."
- Of course: not everyone feels that
'\vay. _Many students have tuned
out the media blitz of the current
presidential primaries because
they complain "we have no actual
voice."
Presidential hopefuls Ronald
Reagan [R ]; Jimriiy Carter [{)] and
Jerry Brown [D] have explained in
their campaign rhetoric the antiWashington mood that has engulfed the country.
Reagan:· "The state and local
communities have been demeaned
into little more than bureaucratic
subdivisions of Big Brother
government in Washington, with
policies warped by f~deral over· .
seers."
Carter: "The federal government
has produced the most horrible
bloated confused, overlapping
bureaucracy ever conceived by
man."
Brown: "Issues are not being
addressed ... whil~ everyone on the
other side of the Potomac meddles
in local and state affairs because
they lack the faith in the ability to
·govern themselves."
Central senior Steve Campbell
believes that government is "just
too big. I have to pay for it along
with the rest of the country and it
really· pisses me off. People get
into government, then bring in
their friends who helped out on the
«!8.Jllpaign."
Ma-s s media Jare heavily preoccupied with presidential politics in
contrast to the_limited attention
they devote to congressional politics. This reflects tlie steadily
expanding influence of presidential power at__ the expense of the
legislative br~nch. Also, the jobs
performed by the president of the
United States can be explained
and personalized more readily
than the whole of Congress, which
sometimes seems much too complicated and diffused.
The average voter can understand the news coverage when the
president delivers the State of the
Union message, when he greets
President Vale'ry Giscard d'
Estaing of France or meets with
some Boy Scouts on the front lawn
of the White House. Because the
president exemplifies the prevailing values of the American people
and because many a voter
abstractly identifies himself with
the president, the mass media
carry frequent stories about the
president's weekend trips into the
country and about what the First
Lady and the children are doing.
The president . is seldom absent
May 27, 1976

from the news headlines for more
than a day. The importance that
mass media executives attach to
the newsworthiness of the president may be judged by the fact
that more than 1,200 correspondents are assigned to the White
House.
The .1968 GOP National Convention had 1,308 delegates and an
equal number of alternates--for a
total of 2,616. The contention
public relations staff reported that
more than 7,000 representatives of
the news media were on hand for
the convention. Coverage will be
equally excessive this November.
Then, the mass media serve a
variety of functions in presidential
nominating races; publicizing and
furnishing commentary on . the
leading candidates, reporting on
the candidates' relative prospects
of winning, announcing the results
of the public opinion polls and
covering the presidential primary
races.
Many students "I have talked with
on the primary process of the
election don't really understand
what it is and why all the ruckus is
being made. Here are a few
explanations to what the primaries
do--pro and con:
Fkst, primaries can help generate nationwide support for wellknown candidates who may not
have the backing of state party
leaders or can be used to outwit
party leaders. A presidential candidate who is successful in the
primaries may, by his performance
force party leaders to support him,
even though they favor someone
else.
Second, the primary has been
utilized to expose rival candidates
as weak .vote getters.
Third, the front-running candidate can skillfully use the primary
. to challenge favorite-son candidates.
Fourth, the primaries can be used
to put heavy psychological pressure on unannounced or "silent"
candidates, upsetting their campaign schedules and smoking them
out into the open.
Fifth, the presidential primaries
can be used to put to rest any
whisperings that a candidate can't
win.
Other positive aspects of the
·presidential primary are:
-It permits rank and file voters in
a limited number of states to

participate directly in the selection
of presidential candidates while
leaving the ultimate decision to
the delegates of the highest representative part council, the national
nominating convention.
It creates a healthy voter interest
and general public concern with
the nominating process--more so
than does the state party convention system. In the primary states
permitting "write!in" votes, the
voters can create a groundswell of
support for a reluctant candidate
who may be unwilling to run until
he can see tangible evidence of
voter enthusiasm.
It serves as a testing ground for
presidential candidates; it gives
the national convention delegate
and the voting public the opportunity to assess at first hand a
presidential candidate's behavior,
reaction, reaction under pressure
and statesmanlike qualities. The
presidential primaries thus serve
as trial runs for the main presidential .campaign.
It provides a broad cross~sampl
ing of voter opinion in various
geographical sections of the
country without the necessity of
holding presidential primary elec-tions _jn _every state.
The most serious objection to the
presidential primary system is
that it weakens party responsibility by taking the power to make
·nominations away from party
members and turning it over to
-the voters.
Defenders of party-rule declare
that the- function of selecting
presideptial candidates who will
provide party leadership and carry
out the program is wrecked if the
primary voters are permitted to
substitute their choice for that of
the responsible party officials.
Members of the party responsibility school maintain a party can't
carry out its nominating function if
the power of selection is taken Qut
of its hands and given to the
voters.
But the primaries provide opportunities for a mass of voters to
express themselves. It has, on
occasion, frustrated the intent and
the preference of the party managers. Whether it also produces
better candidates is of course a
matter -of personal opinion.
This issue is argued on both sides
on . many platforms~ .A primary
election can .distort voter ~enti-

·ment. It is a system which can be
manipulated~ For example, winning a Democratic primary election in a state which normally goes
on the Republican ticket, or vice
versa, gives a candidate an advantage at the convention which is out
of perspective, since he has no real
cliance of carrying the state.
Along with this is another drawback--the primary system tends to
give a candidate of superior personality or superior rhetorical skill
an advantage over a person who
lacks those qualities but who
might make a better president.
President •Ford's backers would
currently contend that the system
is giving an unfair advantage to
Ronald Reagan.
To be real, the presidential
primary rests on the political skill,
which simply means .taking best
advantage of the rules of whatever
system ·is in use. The skillful will
usually win over the blunderer in
either the primary or the "smoke
filled room" system.
In the United States political
system, the electoral college is
used to break a tie in case a
candidate doesn't get a majority of
the electoral vote. Here are a few
examples of how it has worked in
the past and cam·e close to being
used:
*In 1876, the Democratic presidential candidate was reform governor of New York, Samuel Tilden,
and his op,Ponent_ was RutherfQr_d_
Hayes. Tilden won by 260,000
votes but he needed 185 electoral
college votes and had only 184. So
a commission of 15 was set up
which voted on straight party lines
and Hayes became President. Fortunately, the nation kept calm and
avoided bloodshed.
*Grover Cleveland was nominated by Democrats in 1888 and won
by a popular majority of 100,000
votes over obscure Benjamin Harrison of Indiana. But Cleveland got
only 168 votes in the electoral
college while Harrison got 277, so
Harrison becam~ president.
*In 1960, almost 70 million voted
and Nixon ·and Kennedy each
received 49 per cent in a virtual

and extraordinary standoff. There
were unpledged delegates in Mississippi and Alabama. A shift of
· only 8,971 popular votes from ,
Kennedy to Nixon in Illinois and
Missouri would have resulted in
an electoral college deadlock. In
such a tie, it is a guess who would
have won.
The mechanics of the electoral
college are ..simple. lf no candidate
ha;; achieved the majority of
electoral votes on Nov. 2, · the
election is placed in the hands of .
the electoral college on Dec. 20~·
Each state gets one elector for
every senator and representative
it sends to Washington, with three
\more added for. the District' -of
'Columbia. That is a total of 538. So
a majority is 270.
-There are those deeply attached
to the system, but it is awkward at
times. For example, this November, if Ford gets 4 million popular
votes in New York and Jimmy
Carter gets 4 million and one, all
41 of the electoral votes go to
.,Carter.
In 1968, the House of Representatives approved a constitutional
amendment to abolish the electoral college and by doing so it also
would abolish the winner-take-all
unit by which state electoral votes
are presently cast. There would be
no more faceless electors. There
would be one-man-one-vote. The
house voted 339 to 70 to get rid of
the electoral college. The amendment went before the Senate and
.failed to get the necessary twothirds majority. The vote was 53 in
. favor to 34. The elect9ral college
· still exists.

VETERANS!~!!!!
Need extra bucks to help out with scho9l, rent, books, auto, etc.?
on~ year with your Washington Army National Guard.
$1100 to $1400 A YEAR!
Here's how it works. You enlist in the Washington Army National
Guard .for one year. You enlist in the grade you ·had at the time of
your release from active duty, regardless of branch of service ... Army,
Air Force, Navy, Marines, etc. At the end of your one-year
enlistment, you can decide not to re-enlist. Or you can extend for
another year or longer.
TRY ONE, makes sense ... for you and for us. TRY ONE, it's a
good part-time job. From $1100 to $1400 for one weekend a month and
· a two-week camp. Thirty-eight days total time. And that's $1100 to
$1400 extra cash on top of your G.I. Bill.
GOOD PAY! Plus other BENNIES.
A GOOD PART-TIME JOB
For more details, contact:
Co. A 1st Bri 161st Inf M Phone:
Wenatchee 662-8005
Ellensburg 925-2933 or 925-1827
Enlistment Counselor Lt. Carl E. ·Lawyer
Try

Gemini Shi'cind Gift Shop

.MEXICAN SHIRTS
MARKED DOWN l
$10.00

HATS, WICKE~ BASKETS, CANDLES .
BONGS, CLIPS
PAPERS
9'25-3005

Gemini in the plaza
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concrete to BrookCourt
by DAVID PAYSON
"It is hereby ordered that Brook Court from the east right-of-way line
of Brook Lane easterly and then southerly to its terminus be improved
by the construction of asphaltic concrete pavement, 28 feet wide inside
curb to inside curb, concrete curbs, gutters, sidewalks, street lighting,
and other miscellaneous work."
With those words, issued by the Ellensburg City Council in the City
Ordinance No. 3091, it becomes official--the residents (most of them
students) of the apartments and houses located on Brook Court will soon
be able to breathe again without inhaling chunks of dust large enough to
stop a power lawn mower dead in its tracks.
Also they will be able to drive their cars to their homes without running
the risk of disappearing down chuckholes large enough to swallow a
Conestoga. Furniture will not have to be dusted thrice daily nor will cars
be constantly in need of washing. The sun can shine down from the sky,
unobstructed by a perpetual cloud of dust overhead.
Overstating the situation? Indeed. But those of us who live down that
way know that such .satire is merited. Dust and mud conditions have
been intolerable for a number of years at Brook Court and now, through
the wonders of asphaltic concrete pavement, that is bound to change. In
this case, one more patch of asphalt in a world already too covered by it
will be a blessing.
As for the cost of the job--$48,000--most of that will be financed by
local-improvement bonds and by special assessments levied upon the
property owners.
This, unfortunately, will probably mean that rents in the improved area
will be increased. Landlords have a tendency of doing that, of passing the
costs along, as most students are painfully aware. But for $5 or $10 more
a month in rent, the price will be well worth it, to breathe sweet,
dust-free air again.
And so a loud huzzah for the Ellensburg City Council. Thanks to their
decision, that cloud of dust that has hung over Brook Court lo these
many years will soon be gone.
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Last issue
'ti/ summer
This is the last issue of the Crier
to be published this quarter~ There
will be a summer quarter Crier but
the number of issues has not yet
been determined. Students wanting to work in either the summer
of fall quarter Crier should apply
. in the Crier office, SUB 218, now.
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Education suppressive to non-whites
by RICHARD WELLS
Managing Editor

Henry Kissinger's - recent announcement that the US
would favor black majority rule in Africa has come under
fire from several areas.
Although the situation is thousands of miles away, it
se~ms to be closely related to the situation in th~ US.
For hundreds of years, minority people have complained
about discriminatfon, repression and poor education.
Last week, students at Central complained about the
educational process or more specifically, the way they are
treated by the educational process.
In the past, a~ a result of protests by minority people,
they have received in return pseudo-liberalism, tokenism
and poor education. Central administrators fulfill their
obligations to Affirmative Action and minority students
are back where they started.
Administrators say, "We gave them what they wanted
but nobody showed any interest." Or as one person said the
other day about the blacks in Africa, "They just don't want
to be educated."
What many white people fail to understand is that
min?rity people are different, not only physically but also
culturally and ideologically.
Minority people ask for education, so they are taught to
be white. Along with white education goes the philosophy
CAMPUS CRIER

of the majority_~l white people: do unto others before t~ey
do unto you, all's fair in love and war, greed, corruption
and-discrimination.
At the present time, non-whites are not considered
suc~essful unless they act l~ke whites, ~o being ~ucc.essjul
for a minority person means, therefore, giving up a part of
himself to become what he is fighting so hard against.

This is the point where whites begin failing to
understand minority problems. The pseudo-liberals realize
~hat l!linorities want certain p~ograms;_ but these programs
are set up so that the non-white must step on his brother
to get through them. And then the whole idea becomes
meaningless because these programs just serve to further
suppress minority people.
It was somewhat difficult yvriting this article, because, as
an individual, I cannot speak for all minorities or even one
group.
Goals and attitudes differ drastically between blacks,
Indians, Chicanos and Asian Americans, and many
ideologies are different within one minority group. This
should be taken into account when schools develop ethnic
studies programs.
The government'~ past . policie~ of acculturation_ or
cultural genocide are merely wishful thinking o:ri its part.
Minority people, as long as they are physically different or
ideologically different, will always be here, forever.
May 27, 1976
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Readers respond with a variety of opinions
be an effective 'method · for the
In any event, the decision to kill the majority. Gay people, unlike
reduction of the danger to society must be a last resort and an- Jewish people, have no! _yet !?e~_n
and must be a confession that no admission that the imperfections identified-as ·a. group which "liberalternative is possible and practi- of society and . our inability to - als" should support against such
cal. Murder in general does not nurture our fellow human beings oppression. When some of the
meet this criteria. Capital punish- leaves us with no alternative. In German people, at the end of
To the Editor:
ment is not a deterrent to murder the Old Testament capital punish- World War II, sought to memorialand does not reduce the threat to ment was applied by the commun- . ize the various groups who had
I must disagree with the article society. There is no evidence that ity to which the individual belong- been herded into Nazi concentraon "The societal necessity of the murderers are more likely to ed. They knew the offender per- tion camps for extermination, the
death penalty" by Professor Maha- murder again or that their remov- sonally, and their judgment and one group , specifically omitted
jani, (April 29). Although I agree al .from society need be permanent participation in the execution let from the memorials were the
with her that the "cruel and in most cases. Even in those them experience the full tragedy I homosexuals who had been identiunusual" argument may be too . extreme cases I find their "dimin- of the occasion. Of course no fied as such.
absolute, I find little in her ished capacity" related to societyal · safeguards can prevent human
2. Statements made by "a local
argument which convinces me that conditions for which society has sinfulness from perverting s~ch man who counsels gays," along
society needs to be able to kill some responsibillty. Paying for serious business, ·but· wh-e n Jesus· with all other statements by those
offending members or that we are · their captivity is no more offensive asked that "he who is without sin, who meet primarily gay people
safer, healthier or better able to to me than to pay for welfare or· · let him cast the first stone" he was with problems in coping with the
function as a community by using mental hospitals.
condemning the self-righteousness negative attitudes of society to. capital punishment.
It is clear to me that our society of retribution. If we must use wards them, should be interpreted
I am totally opposed to the idea has done little to alleviate the armies, police or the death penalty accordingly. Gay people are not
that retribution should have any known causes of murder and the to kill people we will be guilty of necessarily mere "lonely" than
part in our decision to kill. It is one stresses of poverty, unemploy- murder if the decision to do so others, though they are keenly
thing for a society to decide that it ment, family tensions and personal does not. result from a deep aware of 'the dangers associated
cannot live with someone because mental problems. If we had halL commitment to and respect for life _ with public affirmation of their
he poses an overwhelming threat the concern for the praise of which leads us to yearn for any sexual and affectional preferences.
to the existence and health of the violence in our media that we have other answer. It must always be a The existence of gay support
community, and something quite for sex (which is a true "red confession of our participation in facilitie~ (bars, community cendifferent to assume· the moral herring") we might be more justifi- the tragedy, our responsibility, ters, health services, churches,
stance required by retribution. To ed in our concern to kill murder- our sinfulness and our inability to etc., all mainly found in large
argue that there is a parallel in the ers. As long as violence is an do otherwise. It must never be an cities) shows a strong movement
maintenance of armies and police .accepted method for ' solving occasion for pride, celebration or towards overcoming social rejecmight suggest that we examine foreign policy questions or for the arrogance of retribution.
tion by building a counterculhow we use those agencies to kill eliminating "undesirables," can we
tural world in which gay people
Reverend.Oon Caughey could serve their own needs where ·
with a much more limited sense of expect that it will not be used •by
moral right than at present. It people to solve personal problems
,
society at large has refused to do
does . not necessarily justify other or to make a suicidal protest? until
so. What is striking is not the
killing in any case. If killing is we make a strong commitment to
amount of loneliness evident in a
justified by society's right to preventive programs and the re'
•
minority rejected by society at
preserve itself, even that right is bution only increases our blindI
large, but rather the ability of
large numbers in that minority to
based on a decision that the ness and increases the danger of
particular society is valuable and murder to the society.
To the Editor:
create social and political support
worth preserving. That may not
I suggest that if societal needs
for themselves nevertheless.
always be so. Retribution says justify the death penalty, that it be Those who have studied sexism in
3. The suggestion that gay
nothing ' about the value of the applied . to serious threats where all its manifestations have had to people are "paranoid" is missoCiety nor about the threat and the deterrent or the removal of the attend to the phenomenon of leading. Many writers- on the
avoids· any reflection on the com- person will really lessen the threat homosexuality and society's atti- subject have perceived the ex' plicity of society in -producing to society. Perhaps certain types tudes towards the large minority treme lack of sympathy and downcriminal behavior.
of political and corporate $!rimes do (estimated at up to 10 per cent of right ,hostility towards sexual miTh.a t- murder is the crime to justify capital punishment. The the ,population) of gay men and norities exhibited in "mainstream"
which we choose to apply capital misuse of political and economic women who are found in society. society. One writer ~alls t~is the
punishment seems to me to reveal power 'is a serious threat to the One striking feature of the public's disease of "homophobia," an irraserious deficiencies in our · community and one which a death attitude towards sexual minorities tional fear of homosexuals. The
approach to this issue. If capital penalty might deter. Hiring some- is the persistence of myths and frequency of job discrimination,
punishment is justified by societal one to commit murder might also misleading ideas which do not housing discrimination, beatings,
needs, it must be demonstrated to. be considered for such a deterrent. necessarily stand up to investiga- police harassments and the like
tion or to reason. David Wasser's are very real sources of fear for
other'Wise good article, "Homo- g~y people. Especially in J>laces
sexuals on campus face societal where there are few or no opp9r- _
:rejection," did convey some mis- tunitles for gay· -people to find a
leading suggestions about the supportive atmosphere, gay "paranature of his topic.
noia" is hardly a pathological reac1. Homosexuals are not the "last tion to imagined dangers.
oppressed minority." They are one
4. The counselor of gay people
of many minorities (and one major- locally is said to believe that "gays
ity, women) still subjected to have more mental problems than
institutional and social (not "so- heterosexuals, due the fact that
eietal") oppressions in the United ·they-frequently have to hide their ·
States and around the world. That , feelings.;' True, until a few years
"gay liberation" has appeared in ago, the American Psychiatrict
public consciousness relatively re- Association identified being homocently (the modern "movement" · sexual as itself a disorder, but they
having its symbolic beginning in have since revised their view.
the "Stonewall riots" in New York Apart from the strains incurred
City in 1969) gives the impression from having to be "paranoid" as a
that gay people are the "last" matter of self-interest in a hostile
oppressed group. Gay people society, there is no reason to
share in being victimized by a believe that gay people are more
general and persistent tendency subject to "mental problems" than
within society to impose "main- heterosexuals are. Some suggest
stream" values upon · all who that the problems gay people have
dissent, by word, deed, ore mere arise directly from a "mental
existence. Gay people, like Jewish problem" which stra~ght people
people, suffer discrimination and have in large numbers, namely,
oppression in societies where their homophobia. Being homosexual is
very existence as they are is not so much the cause of problems
..:.;:.=~=:;;;;;;____, sufficient to arouse the hostility_of homosexuals face, but rather the

Death's not
the ansvv~r

Ga ys s u ff er
Opp re S S O n S

T'HAi

hostility and lack of support by
mainstream society is the cause of
those problems. One coµld note
that gay people who have identified themselves as such may be
much closer to self-knowledge
than "straight" people who have
never considered carefully the
nature of their sexuality as it
affects the rest of their lives. It
might be better to spend some
attnetion on the problem of homophobia in place of "aversion therapies" and other efforts to '1solve"
the gay problem by making it go
away.
5. Gay people do not neces- ·
sarily find their "lifestyles" ...
lifestyle of everyone else." They
do find that their sexual and
affectional preferences differ from
socially approved models. It is
most probable that anyone reading
this letter is (knowingly or not)
related to, acquainted with, working with or in the same room with
one or more homosexual persons.
·Kinsey reported that four per cent
of all males a~e exclusively homosexual throughout their lives.
Some have estimated that appr~xi
mately 20,000,000 Americans are
gay. Apart from sexual orientation, gay people tend to exhibit the
same variety of lifestyles as all,
others 'in society. Class differences, educational differences~ racial and cultural differences, economic differences and political
differences -are as evident -among
gay people as among others. Since
society spends it attention to gay
people in condemnmg them, gay
people have_had to create their
own "healthy lifestyle models"
without the help of the rest of
society. Those who have tried to
study gay people who are welladjusted (as opposed to those who
limit their study to those who are
disturbed) have noted a considerable variety of lifestyles, which
variety is not so readily apprent in
mainstream society.
6. There is no guarantee t~at if a
gay person finds "the right way"
to inform his/her parents of his/
her sexual orientation, the parents
"won't hate them." It .is troo _that
parental love often overcomes
·homophobia when one is confronted with the fact that one's own
children are homosexual. Still,
many gay people have been cast
out from their families on revealing themselves to them.
7. What is really remarkable, in
the light of social hostility towards
gay people, is that at Central both
groups of gay men and gay women
have been formed. While "paranoid" and underground, these
groups hav~ provided social space
and support · for-- some local gay
people in a community one ,would
expect to be -especially hostile.
(Many gay people find refuge
within large cities where a sizable
'. gay community provides support
land some protection from social
hostility.) One is led to wonder
how many straight people around
!
;here would have such guts.
Sincerely,
Roger L. Winters
Assistant Professor
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cipate in Campus Crusade for
Christ's Religion and Philosophy
Survey this year. The results have
been tabulated, and 243 students,
mostly freshmen and transfer
students, answered the survey.
Eighty-six per cent of the people
surveyed had been members of a
To the Editor:.
church or religious group at some
time in their lives. When asked
When I was a child, my parents
what their philosophy of life i~,
would read stories to me, like fairy
approximately one-fourth believed
tales--fictional things. As I grew
in some form of a Christian ethical
older, I began to disttnguish
system, while another fourth said
between what was fact and what
they lived basically to fulfill their
was fictional.
own goals and desires. S1xteen per
In our society, we are often fed
cent had humanitarian-centered
the fictional, when what we want
beliefs, and the remaining 34 per
and need are tlie facts. This
cent had other ideas, or no
situation arose here last week with
personal phil<;_>sophy at this ooint.
.a person.
The majority of students--83 per
What I'm wondering is if Dr.
cent--believed that some form of
James Brooks really exists. I'm
God or Supreme Being exists.
told he. does in fact. But having
Only 5 per cent do not believe in
·never seen, heard or touched the
the existence of God, while 12 per
person, I'm wondering if he is not
cent are undecided.
fictional.
When asked who Jesus Christ
About a month ago, I began
is, a surprising 62 per cent felt that
calling the president's office to find
he is the Son of God. The rest
out if he would be willing to be
believed he was either a great
interviewed for the "Ellensburg
_philosopher or teacher, or simply a
Report," the student-produced TV
man of history. Ten per cent had
news show here on campus. I
not as yet come to any personal
explained to his spokespersons
conclusions as to who he is.
Millie Paul and Madalon Lally that
Over three-fourths felt that
the interview would only take 15
man's basic problem stemmed
minutes of his time.
from the nature of man: e.g., selfThe 15 minutes would not be
centeredness, greed, intolerance.
taped until four weeks later. I felt
The rest felt that outside factors,
that a four-week prior notice was
such as the environment · or the
sufficient time.
social structure, are responsible
I was told by Ms. Lalley that if I
for mankind's problems. A small
was granted the interview, Dr. To the Editor:
percentage were unsure as to
Brooks "would need to have a list
what man's basic problem is.
of the questions some time before
Several hundred Central studTl)irty-four per cent have read
the interview."
. ents had the opportunity to parti- · the New Testament, while ' 42 per

Pres. Brooks

'just too busy'

As Dr. Brooks comes under
attack 'about policy from time to ··
time, I thought surely that if John
Dean would grant the college
press _an interview, Dr. Brooks·.
would do the same.
·
The rationale for that presumption was that since the ·request for
an interview was from the college
press, and ·since college students
are "ignorant" that the college
press would not in any way badger
or harass the president on a
television interview.
When I called back, Ms. Paul
told me that "Dr. Brooks is aware
of the 'Ellensburg Report' and that
although he thinks it is a good
program, he (was) just too busy."
Granted, it's anybody's prerogative to deny an interview. But Dr.
Brooks, I just can't go with the
excuse that you could not schedule
15 minutes of your time with four
weeks' prior notice.
Sir, if you continue to refuse
your office the exposure that is
necessary to keep students and
faculty informed, then the gap you
are widening will not only put you
in greater suspicion, but it will also
become impassable.
Sincerely,
Linda Turner

Tally reveals
ideologies

cent have not read .any of it. The
more meaningful relationship with·
are kept confidential, ho~ever. .
In answer to the question "How
does one become a Christian?"
only 34 per cent felt that it is
necessary for the individual to
accept Jesus Christ as his personal
saviour. The remaining·66 per cent
either felt a life of good works-,
church membership or simply
having a belief in God made one a
Christian. About 10 per cent did
not have an answer.
However, the vast majority said
they would be interested in knowing God in a perso!lal way. Only 7
per cent said they wouldn't be
interested, even if they felt it were
possible.
The purpose of the survey is
primarily for the benefit of the
student. It puts Campus Crusade
staff and students in contact with
the students who may have questions about God, or who desire a
more menaingful relationship with
Him. The results of each survey
are kept confidential, however,
The survey is also helpful in that it
gives a feeling for general trends
in religious thinking on campus.

May 13 edition of the Crier which I
hope to clarify. The term menstrual extraction cannot be used
interchangably with the medical
establishment terms: menstrual
regulation, endometrial aspiratiori,
preemptive abortion, vacuum aspiration and early termination
abortion.
Menstrual extraction is a process used exClusively in women·
only, advanced self-help groups,
whereby the contents of the
uter-us are evacuated by means of
a:~ Del 'Eni--Kit, invented in th~
spring of 1971 and patented by
Lorraine Rothman of the Feminist
Women's Health Center of · Los
Angeles, Calif.
The point is, this is a woman- ·
invented .and woman-controlled
process and women do not have to
go to doctors for these procedures.
This method was developed so
that a woman may choose to have
the ultimate control of her menstrual cycle if she so desires. It is
the philosophy of the Women's
Health Care Movement that if
anyone is to have control of a
woman's body it should be the
woman herself who is doing the
controlling.
·

Sincerely,
Campus Crusade for Christ

Womens'
self-exam
To the Editor:
..
Some erroneous ·and confusing
information was printed · in the

Deborah Lazaldi [Kaiser]
Woman Space CWSC

EDITOR'S NOTE:
The CAMPUS CRIER invites
all readers to submit letters to
the editor. We would appreciate
them being typed, doublespaced
and on one side of the paper.

.
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For the Party to start
the Summer Social Season

THANKS YOU

.. :
.. at, 8:00 on Wed. June 2, 1976
.

.

the TAV

...
..

'Nill host the First Annual
'TAV _T-sh irt Party'
All persons wearing a T-shirt
with 'the TAV' printed on it will

.....

and reminds you of
the c; om ing events for
·the Summ-erSocial Season
The 8th Annual
World Famous River Float
Labor Day- Ellensburg Rodeo

· receive 20¢ Schooners and $1° 0 pitchers

Plus

Prizes will be awarded to T-shirts
.

':

for a variety of reasons

*River Floating Daily
* BeerGarden Parties
·* · other Summer Time Activities

.
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INTERDORM COMPETITION--Chris Cunningham and Gordon
Crane from Davies Ball take on Chuck Davis and Pat Hadaller from
Meisner in this game of foosball.

CHECKMATE-Tom Bull carefully calculates his next move in this game
of chess.

.Ah, yes--dorm life
Dorm life at Central offers many fun-filled hours for its

residents. Each dorm community has its own characteristics'
and those characteristics are built by the students living there.
But it's not always easy--it involves cooperation and caring.

L..

Cl> ·_

c:
Cl>
:::

.

-

-·

WORKSBIRT STITCHERY·-Steve Humbard does some decorative
stitches on his shirts and jeans in his spare time.

,
May 27, 1976
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SWOONIN' AND A CROONIN'--Kim Center was lucky enough to get
swept off ·her feet by Louie of Louie and the Rockets in their concert
Friday, May 21 on Barto lawn.
SEVEN

Writing Resource Center out

Ac ad em ic center created·
by JANE SNYDER
Associate News Editor

"dissipate" the effect of the EOP
program. "Our stance with respect
to services to students has been
A new Academic Skills- Center that these services must be offerstaffed by a fulltime writing ed as part of an integrated whole."
instructor and a fulltime reading
Converse says EOP students will
specialist, will go into operation be reluctant to go to another
next fall. According to Academic center to get help in reading.
Vice President Ed~rd Harring- ," When students have real difficulton, the director of the new center ties, the separation of services
will "in all probability" be Don_ caus'es its own problems."
Cummings, who had been schedul- Converse said, "You don't get at"a
ed to direct the Writing Resource multitude of problems with isolat, Center next fall.
ed effo ts."
The new Center was proposed by
Converse's objections are based
Harrington, who instructed a com- on the cutting of the EOP position.
mittee (comprised 9f James ErickHe says he thinks Harrington's
son~ Rodney Converse, John Housidea is a good one but doubts if the
ley, Larry Lawrence and Robert school has tt.e money to make it
Miller) to establish an advisory work. And he says that · a large
committee for the center "repre- number of EOP students are
sel}ting EOP (Educational Opport-· involved in the EOP reading
~unities Progr·.
.Ed.ucation and p:r:ogram. "The other students
English. In a. letter to committee haven't gained and our stµdents
members, Harrington said he are going to have real difficulties
"assumed" that "the funding for using a center designed for all the
the position of 'reading specialist: students."
will ~ome from ~OP."
·
Larry Lawrence, chairman of the
department of English, says that
EOP had planned ,t o hire a
the n~w center will serve the
permanent reading specialist for ·campus more widely. I've been
fall, but the position will revert to embarrassed for . several years
the new center. The position is
that there's no reading specialist
now filled on a temporary contract
~o refer people to," Lawrence said.
by Central graduate Dennis Pear- said.
•
son, who's applied for the perma- · But Lawrence says that the new
nent. position. EOP director Rod- center, .which will probably be
ney Converse says that EOP's loss
housed in the Writing Resource
will harm its students but the Center, won't be fundamentally r
relocation won't help non-EdP
different from· the Writiiig Restudents.
'
. .
source Center it's going to replace.
"The only thing I know is we've "I think the vice president's idea is
lost a critical position," Converse that it still remain part of th~
said. He claims the loss ~ill Engl!~h department," Lawrence

am),
'

.

said, though he added that the new
center may eyentually offer
remedial arithmetic classes.
"I think it can be effectively used
to supplement the programs,"
Lawrence said,. ."out·not oriecenter
can handle the problem of semiliteracy ." Lawrence says the English department is npw considering
reinstating remedial composition
courses.
"I c.a n't really jmJge how well _it's
going to work right now," Law-,
rence said. ·''There's alWays fhe·
concern that it might evolve into
an administrative superstructure
and not a service to students." '
Don Cummings, who says he
hasn't been contacted by Harrington yet, likes the idea of the center
because, he . says, "I think the
separation between reading skills
and writing skills is kind of an
artificial one.
"What interests me," Cummings
says, "is the development of basic
intellectual skills that cut across
disciplines. Consolidation is a good· •
idea if it cuts across academic
barriers."
Tpe new center will probably be
staffed by volunteer tutors drawn '
from English classes, as -was the'
Writing Resource Center, and
Cummings says that these tutors
can benefit from ~orking with
both a reading and a writing
specialist.
The committee is scheduled to
complete their proposal by the end •
of the quarter and Harrington says
that he'll complete work on the
proposal so the Center can start
operations next fall.

Rob Lindman, Judicial Position

~-2

DeeAnn Sisley, Judicial Position
#3

Campus
Judicial
Board
candidates

C .W . S.C. RECREATION
.
Students Positions Open in gs
All positions l!sted be I-ow will b.e open fall quarter, 1976·.
Applicatio.ns must be submitted on or before June 24, 1976, to:
Mi.ke Mcleod
~Recreation Coordinator
·••
SUB room 102
Central Washington State Co Hege
Ellensburg, WA
98926

l. Intramural Sports Program Graduate Supervisor.

.

2. 1ntramural Sports Program Secretary.
3. lntr'?m ura I Sports Program Head Co9ch Footba .11 Official~

4. lntram ural Sports Program Head Basketball Official.
. 5. In tram ura.1 Sports Program Head Slow pitch Officio I.
6. Co-Rec Supervisor.

? . Co-Rec Head Lifeguard.
8. Outdoor Pregram Coordinator.
9. Games Room l:\ttendant- (3 positions)

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
EIGHT

CAMPUS CRIER

IT'S A RAFT RACE--The 7th Annual Raft race is schedulett for June 5.
Dan Watterson [back] and Paula Eldridge are promoting the race with a
bulletin board in the SUB. Entry blanks and rules are available at the
SUB information booth or by calling 963-3011. Kennedy Hall is
sponsoring the event.

ELLENSBURG TRANSFER
COMPANY
Local & Statewide Moving
. ·
Summer Storage Available
Gov't Approved Warehouse
.Packing and Crating
112 So. Railroad Avenue 925-2800
Mav 27, 1976

BOC candidates
file, make
statements

Ralph Stravghn, B()C Position #2
First off, I am an interested
person. Certain individuals then
told me of the student government in CWSC as being unlfnown
to them. This is a very bothersome reply to rne. My knowledge
of stu9ent government has been
sustained due to my participation
in high school government systems. I would like to get more
people interested in being a part of
CWSC as governmental agents.
Another point is that many things
within the system now must be
delivered to the students. I would
like to help in this way, in ·letting
the students and administrators
know that the CWSC government
program has its staff together for
you.

Melissa Meyers, BOC Position #5

Kyle Vol~ann , BOC Position #5

Gary Merz, BOC Position #5

My primary concern in .running
for BOC position #5 is to be a
representative of the students at
Central. I would attempt to seek
out and stay in touch with the
opinions, needs and interests of
ALL Central's students.
I am aware of a great variety of
students here, with valuable ideas
for enhancing student life and I see
a need for the best representation
possible by persons committed to
meeting · student needs. Some of
my interest areas are: Investigating sources of funding for child
care needs of student-parents.
Dave Thomason, BOC Position #2 Supporting and expanding the
ASC efforts to provide a wide
Communication is one of th9se variety of low-cost entertainment
talked about ideas which often and activities. Supporting and
receive little or no action. Central funding clubs and organizations.
has thus far shown to be no Participating in efforts to keep
exception. I feel that the students students' costs affordable. Utilizat Central need a voice who not ing and expanding communication
only speaks to them but for them. ·resources on and off campus to
keep the BOC in touch with the
It seems to me that many of the students. I enjoy working with
problems which have affected the people on tasks with common goals
students and BOC of Central have and anticipate the opportunity to
either been directly or indirectly serve the Associated Students of
related to their lack of communi- Central as a member of the Board
cation. The BOC does not know of Control.
what is wanted and the students
do not-know what is available. I
feel that I am capable of dealing
with and helping to eliminate this
as well as some of . the other
concerns now facing us.

If elected I will work on three
primary goals: 1. Improve the
number and quality of activities
with MUCH better care being
made for the scheduling of activities. 2. A very effective recruitment and training of people for
respective jobs in student government. 3. Increase student input
and involvement towards what is
being taught in the classroom.

First of all I have attended most
all of the Board of Control meetings held this year and have seen
many issues either dealt with
improperly or without any initia- ·
tive. Some of these include: faculty awards, ASC funding of
Sweecy Weekend, and the entertainment policy. I want to see
these items through and not let
them become stagnant.

Joe Terhaar, BOC Position #1

ltichard Dietz, BOC Position #1

The things that students are
interestep in today, other than
acaq.emic.s_are such _things a's book
exchange, support for . student
clubs, concerts, getting jobs, student rights and not living in dorms
·until they are juniors, etc. There
are a few students who have really
worked their tails off to accomplish things for the student body:
Stu McMullen, Louanne Luehrs
and Kevin Ryan. I would like the
opportunity to work on these
things for the students. If you are
interested, vote me in and let me
W_Qr)t.
May 27, 1976

Involvement seems to be the
main reason that I'm running for
BOC position #1. I'd like to try to
enhance the level of communication between the Board of Control
and. the Associated Students of
Central. To be specific, I would
like to improve on the quality and
scheduling of events and activities,
to benefit a larger number of
students.

BOC
ELECTION

Thursday,
June3

VOTE

In addition to this, there are
some statewide issues which have
to be approached at the legislative level in Olympia. This year
the State College Council (SCC)
was formed to give the students of
Washington's four year institutions a collective voice in the
state capital. I worked with Kevin
Ryan, who is a member of the SCC,
on some controversial topics which
affect Central students, by representing our cause at various subcommittee hearings. I hope to
keep on in this capacity as most of
the student-oriented issues were
not disposed of in the last session,
i.e., university status of the three
state colleges, control of the
service and activities fees and the
tuition increase. We have succeeded in most of our efforts last
session and hope to be more
influential in the '76-'77 session.
Finally our BOC and Social
Activities budgets for next year
have been cut drastically, so I, as
the present Business Manager of
the ASC, am willing to perform .
both functions and be paid for the
_BOC position only.

Kit Bo_u dreaux, BOC Position #3

Kris Graap, BOC Position #3

The reason why I am running is
because I feel that I can do a good
job for BOC Position #3. I am a
hard worker and serious about the
things that I am interested in. In
the past I have devoted much of
my time to sports--now I want to
devote. my time to the welfare of
the students at CWSC. There are
things that could be made better,
but students' as a whole' have to
change things. As a candidate I am
not making ·any promises that I
cannot live up to or accomplish.
My feelings are: if every student
pays $23.50 of their tuition into
student funding every quarter,
then they should have some interest in where it goes. I encourage
everyone to vote for the best
candidates of their choice in this
election to get a strong voice in
student government.
CAMPUS CRIER

Presently I hold a position on
the CWSC Judicial Council. Also I
am Assistant Campus Coordinator
for State Initiative 318 (lowering
majority age to 18). I've been
active as Democratic precinct caucus Chairperson and county delegate.
I'm looking forward to working
under our new amended Constitution, and although the BOC will
be under a severe budgetary
strain, I believe we can accomplish
a great deal. One major goal of
mine is to bring the workings of
the BOC out to the students; more
student involvement, through the
use of surveys, door-to-door, etc. A
problem at Central is that the
purpose and functions of the BOC
are unknown to many students.
Few students realize that they
have a voice in Olympia through

the State College Council with
which the BOC works.
Another goal, which I mentioned before, is the passing of
student initiative 318 ... Areas directly affected by the initiative are
the state drinking age, and Cen- :
tral's housing policy. I feel that as
adults, we should possess all
rights, including the right to -live
where we desire, especially in
light of the rate and policy changes
by CWSC housing.
.
My plans also include working
with Student Voter Registration
and working with the Programming Committee.
One last note, if the BOC is to do
a good job for the ASC, BOC
positions must be held by concerned students. But more than
that, the positions must be filled
by informed, concerned students. I
feel that I have the information. I
can do the job. If you have a
concern, or you want to discuss an
issue, give me a call--963-2930;
NINE

Use of rec faci'lities not reciprocated
.

.

by RICHARD WELLS

Managing Editor
Recreational facilities in the
Ellensburg area have produced a
minor dilemma for the city.
The city's parks and recreational
facilities are presently used not
only by Ellensburg residents but
also by students from Central and
. Kittitas County residents that are
outside the city limits.
This does not present any real
problem, except that Central
students and Kittitas County residents use the Ellensburg parks
free, while the people of Ellensburg and Kittitas County are
charged when they use the college
facilities.
Because of Ellensburg's extensive system of parks, the city
rarely needs to use the college's
facilities.
"In the last two years, we have
signed an agreement to use the
college swimming pool," said
Terry Leberman, director of parks
~nd recreation of Ellensburg. The
city's pool at Memorial Park needs

extensive repair work and is still
unusable at this time.
"We paid the college about $1,500
for the maintenance and operation
for one summe:r, which totaled
about nine weekends," said Leberman.
The reason the city must pay to
use the college facilities is because
Central, even though it is located
within the city limits, is on stateowned land and the city has no
jurisdiction on the college property. Central can control who uses
its facilities but the city can't.
"College kids are in our softball
leagues and basketba.11 leagues,
they are part of the community,"
said Leberman. "We don't segregate college students. In return,
we receive a lot of benefits."
The jurisdiction of the Parks and
Recreation Department covers
many areas. As director, Leberman is in charge of taking care of
all the parks, the landscaping of
certain areas and the trees,
flowers and planters in the downtown area.
Although it is not within the city

OPEN 6:45 925-9511
PLAYS Thru TUE.
Showings At 7:00 & 8:45 Nightly

limits, the Parks and Recreation
Department is also trying to

Psychology professor
invited to ioin board

LIBERTY Theatre

TERRY LEBERMAN
develop the recreational areas
along the nearby Yakima River
fronts.
According to Leberman, the
Yakima River front is public land
and is used primarily by Ellensburg residents.
"We are not specified by any law
to stay in any one area," said

Ir•• ....

P••P•• .... ••Y• ,.....,........ •••••r"
Western

Co-Hit
at 8 -~45

Leberman also admires the coLeberman. "If we ignore the river
front, they we would lose it." he operation between the city and
county when dealing with the
said.
·
. Kittitas County and the City of Silver Circle Center for senior
Ellensburg seem to co-operate a citizen. The center is jointly
little better than do the college operated by the city and county on
a 75-~5 per cent basis, 75 per cent
and the city.
At this present time, the city and city and 25 per cent county.
"People complain about the
the county are circulating a petition to create a parks .district in · county and city not getting along
lower Kittitas County. The event- but here is one situation where
ual goal for the creation of this they are working together," said
par ks district is to build a lower Leberman.
As far as the multiple use of the
county swimming pool along with
city's parks and recreational faciliseveral other projects.
The city and county also have a ties, Leberman seems to hold the
reciprocal agreement for the use of attitude of "the more people, the
the county rodeo grounds ·and better" and also it seems likely
that he will continue to coop·erate
M~morial Park, both located at the
east end of Seventh Ave. in with both the county and the
college as much ·as possible.
·
Ellensburg.

Dr. Theodor F. Naumann, profes- American Psychology Association
sor of psychology, has been invited who seek recognition as advanced
by the American Board of Profess- practitioners."
ional Psychology (ABPP), to beThe ABPP Diplomates, according
come a member of the Western to Naumann, must have comRegional Board based in Los , pleted an approved doctoral proAngeles.
gram and must have a minimum of
Naumann is an ABPP diplomate five years of relevant post-doctoral
in school psychology, as is Dr. experience prior to their ABPP
Eldon Jacobsen, professor of examination.
psychology.
As a member of the board
The avowed purpose of ABPP is Naumann will arrange for the
"to conduct examinations and examination of Northwest appligrant diplomas of special compe- cants to diplomate status. His
tence in fields of professional term will extend from July 1, 1976,
psychology to the member~ of. the to December 31, 1978.

POEMS WANTED
.T he

·wASHING TON SOCIETY OF POETS

is compiling a book ofpoems.
If you have written a poem
and would like our selection
committee to consider it for

What makas anice ,rltie in aplace
Ike tllisP

publication, send your poem
and a self-addressed stamped
envelope to:

SUNDAY - MAY 30th ONLY
DUSK TO DAWN - HORRORTH N
TEN

WASHINGTON SOCIETY OF POETS
911 Pacific Ave.
Tacoma, Washingto.n 98402
CAMPUS CRIER
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Concert Security 'well-handled'; future bright
by BOB WHEATLEY
Entertainment Editor
Representatives from several colle'ge
agencies met last Thursday in SUB 103 to
collect data and discuss production problems involving the Robin Trower concert.
Reasons given for the meeting were to
evaluate the problems and successes of
Central's near sell-out concert.
John Drinkwater, ASC administrator,
opened t4e meeting by asking each person
to contribute his own observations, criticisms and praises regarding the event.
Drinkwater said the meeting should
produce information from those involved in
the production to help evaluate the prob-.
L

lems and offer suggestions for improvements.
Attending were Joe Slaughter from the
Campus Police Department, Stu McMullen
from the Board of Control, Bob Thomas and
Leonard Goodwin from the Physical Plant,
Elaine Wright from Scheduling, Joe Terhaar from Student Security, Wilma Pratt
from the Cashiers Office and sever-al others.
Each person at the conference was
allowed to speak. Slaughter said he thought
the fights were well handled and brought
under control quickly. Terhaar mentioned
that some members of the student security
force were not sure of their responsibilities. Terhaar also said their responsibilities should be outlined more specifically
in the future.

.

Generally, the comments regarding security were all positive. It was felt that the
key to handling the crowd is through tight,
diplomatic control.
Slaughter added that he thought the
"gate" and doors entering the Pavilion were
well secured. -McMullen, who worked at the
gate, said the new procedure of frisking as
persons entered was extremely effective in
keeping bottles out. Two barrels of bottles
were collected at the door.
Thomas, from the Physical Plant; said it
would ·be helpful ifwork orders were placed
further in •advance and if his office be
n~tified as soon as -·a concert was booked.
Thomas added that burns are almost
impossible to eliminate without better floor
covering. -
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Concluding wrap-up
of ASC programming
by BOB WHEATLEY
Entertainment Editor
The ASC entertainment program. has ended for this academic
year.
The outdoor concert with Louie
and the Rockets, co-sponsored by
several dorms, the RHC and the
ASC, was this year's last event.
Entertainment programming
has gone through some dramatic
changes this year. At the beginning of fall .quarter, there was no
programming agency per se. It
had existed previously as a group
of people working in the ASC
office during the summer, booking
events in August.
When the newly appointed ASC
executive manager John Drink-:
water arrived, he was faced with
operating an already assembled
entertainment schedule.

professional promoter camp in the
campus arena."
The programming agency was a
necessity if the ASC was to pull it§.
assets and loss columns up. .
As indicated by Fishel, it requires an expertise to handle
programming, as it is not just a
group of individuals dreaming up
entertainment ideas but a legitimate business.
Any business requires know-ledge of its market, its product and
its expenditures. A good business
will also know how to cut unnnecessary costs to keep overhead
down.
In an effort to achieve that type
of organization, the programming
agency was reorganized this
quarter.

Persons were appointed to the
five open positions through priIt takes consistency and contin- vate interviews conducted by the
uity to operate an entertainment Joint Committee on Committees.
This new agency requires each
program, something the ASC ·
member to submit detailed job delacked at the year's start.
scriptions · for their respective
Maggie Hawthorn, columnist for
areas of responsibility. Those
the. Seattle P-1 said in an article
areas are: advertising, films, conconcerning student entertainment
certs, special events and dances.
programming, "Running shows-Marilyn Welch, newly appointed
.rock, jazz, symphony, dance or
lieder recitals requires attention films coordinator said, "We are
to the task. The concert business is attempting to organize entera business and not an easy or tainment so that this agency can
uncomplicated one. Buying an act more effectively meet campus
is in itself a skill. But the job is needs. Programming needs to be
merely begun once the contract is consistent. Those of us involved
will be spending a lot ·of time
signed."
.
Low turnouts, mismanaged ad- putting together programs in each
area."
·
vertising, the wrong acts and a low
re~urn on expenditures plagued
During the latter part of this
the ASC up through fall quarter. quarter, big-name entertainment
Dances did very well during that made it back to Central after a
time but large expenditures show two-year absence. John Dean apthey were not entirely successful. peared the week before the conAfter s~rting out the problems, cert and it began to look like
the programming committee was Central's 'entertainment programming would finally gel.
created in January.
The year ended with a positive
In this week's edition of Billboard magazine, Jim Fishel said, note. The Trower concert was a
"Collegiate bureaucracy and the success in the eyes of the ASC.
lack of professionalism among Welch said Louie and the Rockets
college talent buyers are leading was a way of cooperatively saying
_booking agents deeper into the thank you for a good year.
ELEVEN

Although the suggestion was made to lay
ply board down and run the bleachers over
the top, Thomas said it would not be
possible because the electric motors would
not run the bleachers' wheels up and over
toe plywood.
- ·
·
Goodwin mentioned that elminating certain kinds of behavior would be helpful.
Slaughter said the key is control, because
all the bottles or all the cigarettes can't be
stopped. .. _
Overall, those attending the evaluation
said it was a well-handled event, that
security was in control at all times. The
mos_t ~ignificant problem is to find adequate
covermg for the floor. Once that is done,
concerts handled like this one will pose no
future problems.
.....i
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'Black to Blue' best yet:
Jagger keeps changing
by ROB MATES
KCWS Manager
Rolling Stones
Black and Blue

coc

79104
The Rolling Stones have 13 years of professionalism
under their belts and if for no other reason this
. qualifies them as the number one rock-n-roll band in
the world.' However, their new album,Black and
Blue, is a new direction for this multi-talented band.
The Stones have always been pegged as rock's
raunch, the screamer's screamer. But Black and
Blue shows a much more melodic Mick Jagger. It
exhibits a truly fine singing band with unbelievably
crisp harmonies by Keith Richard, Ronnie Wood and
Billy Preston.
If you were expecting Black and Blue to be a rocker,
_y~u _may be disa]po~nted with the album as a whole.
H<~wever, y9u must remember that the reason the
Stones have survived as fong as they have is
Jagger's unique ability to change with the times. The
Rolling S~ofies we now know is not the same band we
. remember 10 years ago but is instead a steady,
mature band expanding its musical field.
The Stones made their musical debut in 1963 with a
song written for them by the Beatles, I Wanna Be
Your Man. With this song giving them exposure, it
was no holds barred for Jagger and company. In
early '64 they released their first album, hosting the
classic rocker Carol as well as Not Fade Away.
With the help of an extensive PR program by
producer-fri~nd Andrew Loog Oldham, the Stones
.'Vere always-in the headlines. This start_e 9 the rough,
tough reputation which haunted the Stones through
1974.
.
-By 1966 the Stones had established themselves as a
loading force in the rock music scene.
That scene changed with the onset of 1967 and so
did the Stones. Drugs and all the trouble associated
with them were becoming commonplace. After the
release of Their Satanic Majesty's Request, . the
::;tones were plagued with continual drug busts.
Brian Jones Se:fv~<Lth:re~ UlQllths for a_ marijuana
charge. When Jones got out of jail he was a changed
man, embittered, and internal problems soon
developed within the Stones.
·
The year 1968 saw the last album to feature Jones
as lead guitarist. In early 1969 he was asked to leave
the band; three months later Brian Jones was found
dead in his swimming pool, apparently a victim of
suicide.
A young man by the name of Mick Taylor was
chosen to fill the spot of lead guitarist. Taylor was
schooled in the same tradition as Eric Clapton,
through John ~aya_ll's Blues Band and Taylor's
CAMPUS CRIER

talent opened up another door for the Ston'es.
The band was now capable of producing an
incredibly high-.energY.-type rock-n-roll, as exhibited
ori -Sticky Fingers with such smokers as Brown ·
Sugar and Bitch.
Exile On Main Street, the next release, was
probably the finest album recorded by the Stones to
date. It dramatized the limitless directions the
Stones are capable of following, from hard rock,
Rocks Off, to country rock, Sweet Virainia. _
· Then It's Only Rock and Roll, But I Like It, and the
last of Mick Taylor as a Rolling Stone. In an
interview with Rolling Stone magazine, Taylor said
that he was being wasted in the Stones. "The kind of
music the Stones make is not what I want to do," said
Tayl9r.,_
. The Stones were once again in need of a guitarist.
After many sessions with various musicians, Small
Faces' guitarist Ronnie Wood was selected. To the ·
discontent of Rod Stewart, this meant the break-up
of Faces.
With a new vitality, the Stones kicked off the 1975
world tour with their new guitarist. The Stones were
once again a guitar band, as Keith Richard put it.
For the past 13 years the Stones have been
constantly changing and Black and Blue is still
another direction for the band.
The album opens up with a Fame type tune written
by Jagger, Hot Stuff. As always, drummer Charlie
Watts remains the backbone of the group. Excellent
percussion and vocals give this one the makings of a
sure hit.
Harvey Mandel is featured as· guest lead on Hot
Stuff. Hand of Fate is one of two rockers on the LP.
Session-man Wayne Perkins plays lead and does a
knock-out job.
· All songs but one were written by Jagger and
Richard together . .The Stones employ a Bob Marly
style on Cherry Oh Baby, an old E. Donaldson tune .
The best tune on the LP is a mellow one entitled
Memory Motel. Jagger's singing is impressive. He
sings with more emotion and strength than in the
past. Keith Richard also joins in on some solo vocals.
Jagger sings of a lost love he met on his last tour and
the girl's image is implanted in his thoughts. His
singin_g- is so intense that vou can almost oicture the
,woman in Y?~~ ~injl. _It is definitely the most movi~g
tune since Wild Horses.
Crazy Mama is the album's second rocker. It is
reminiscent of Exile on Main Street, a cooker with
fine vocals.
Black and Blue proves that the Stones' styles are
unlimited and that they are a fiQe singing band as
well as tradional rockers. Looking back over the past
13 years, it seems that the Stones just won't produce
a bad album.
May 27, 1976
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Drugs abroad may mean bad trip
When Hank Larsen was arrested on a drug charge in Mexico
he thought he could pay a fine--"at
the most spend 24 hours in the
slammer" --and be on his way.
That was three years ago and
Hank is still in jail in Mexico. He
has four years left to serve of his
seven-year sentence. His "fine"
was pocketed by his lawyer.
Hank Larsen is not his real
name; but his plight is fairly
typical of the thousands of young
Americans imprisoned overseas on
drug charges. Many .are serving
lengthy sentences for what would
be misdemeanors or less under
US law. Some have been victims of
torture, extortion, systematic
harassment or other forms of
abuse. Whatever their guilt or
innocence, it's a bad trip and
there's only so much Uncle Sam
can do to help them.
·
The State Department sees the
problem as worldwide--and
growing. According to official consular records, some 2,500 US
citizens were serving sentences in
foreign jails at the end of 1975.!.

about three-quarters of them for deputy administrator of the State
narcotics offenses. This is more Department's Bureau of Security
and Consular Affairs, which is
than double the number in 1973.
charged with assisting and proRo~gh business
tecting Americans overseas.
On the average the American
Even "doing your own thing," if
detainees are young--the typical that includes carrying around a
age is 25 or 26--college-educated few joints for personal use, can
and from middle-class back- turn into an awfully uncomfortable
grounds. Virtually all of them are and costly cross-cultural exwell versed in their "constitutional . perience.
rights" and believe that somehow
Penatties stiff
the American embassy can get
them out of prison. But these are
"It was such a little amount. We
just two more misconceptions in a never dreamed it would get so
whole string of misconceptions and heavy," says Deborah Friedman,
misjudgments that probably whose half-ounce of marijuana cost
landed them in their predicament her $7 ,000 and 37 days in a
in the first place.
Mexican jail. "And it could have
The lure of "easy money" is a cost a whole lot more. There are
major snare and delusion. For people still down there who didn't
contrary to what many young have any more grass than we did,"
Americans believe, most countries Friedman ·told a San Francisco
have much stiffer drug laws than newspaper earlier this year. "And
some were arrested and didn't
the United States.
"There's nothing easy about this have any, who have been in jail for
business. It's rough and the risks years."
are enormous. You're being had
While a lucky few of
the minute you decide to get those arrested managed to be
involved," says Loren Lawrence, acquitted after only a few months
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in jail, the average sentence
around the world for "possession
and trafficking" _of marijuana is
seven years aqd some months. For
hard drugs like heroin and cocaine,
jail terms skyrocket, with 30-year
sentences not being unheard of.
Three countries--Iran, A-lgeria and
Turkey--allow the death penalty in
narcotics cases.
"We just didn't take it all that
seriously at first," Margaret Engle
said in a newspaper interview
after being released from a
Turkish prison in 1973. "We were
so used to the American system of
justice we thought it would only
take a few hours to clear up.~'
'
Laws different
It took almost a year to clear up,
however. Eight anxious months
with a life sentence hanging over
her head. Eight months spent in a
tiny concrete cell, 15 by 20 feet,
which she shared with two dozen
other female convicts. An open
sewer ran along one wall. The
prison was 300 years old, infested
with large rats, lice and bedbugs.
, "The thing people seem to
forget is that the American system
of justice stops at our borders,"
says consular officer Roy Davis,
who spends most of his time at the
State Department working on
prisoner problems. "Laws are
different, judicial systems are
different, judicial guarantees are
different, prison systems are dif. ferent."
Piled in his in-box are eables
from Manila, Nassau, Bangkok,
Sydney, Calgary, Casablanca, Bogota and Guadalajara detailing
new arrests. About 20-25 new
cases come in every day, Davis
says.
The new arrestees shouldn't
count necessarily on bail, the right
to remain silent, trial by jury, the
right of appeal or other rights
provided by the American legal
system. Americans ,abroad are
subject to the same legal procedures and penal~ies as the
citizens in whatever country they
find themselves. In four of the 10
countries where the large ~ajority
of Americans are confined, this
means they are ·"guilty until
proven innocent," the law being
based ·· on the Napoleonic Code
rather than English common law.
Pre-trial detention of up to one
year is common and in some places
the prisoner need not even be
present at his trial.
Inhumane treatment
Harsh conditions and mistreatment of prisoners are common in
many parts of the world, a fact the
State Department views with
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Phil Koester
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growing concern as the number of
Americans behind bars overseas
continues to climb. In Mexico,
where nearly 600 Americans are
incarcerated (more than in any
other foreign country), a significant number ·of charges about
harsh conditions and abuse have
been substantiated. There have
been instances, for example, of
such illegal but accepted practices
as beatings, confiscation of property and denial of prompt access
to the American consul.
What can the US Government
do? Overseas the fact of national
sovereignty poses special problems and constraints. Apart from
protesting to the appropriate
authorities any illegal and inhumane treatment of American
prisoners, the legal role of US
consular officers is limited. They
can't use government funds to pay
bail, legal fees or other expenses,
as some prisoners seem to expect.
They can make every effort to
see that the prisoner's rights
under local law are fully observed
and that treatment meets internationally accepted standards. They
can visit the prisoner as soon as
possible
after
the
ar.rest is known and provide him
with a list of reputable local
attorneys from which he may
select his defense counsel. They
also can contact family and friends,
but only if the prisoner requests it.
Try to help
Many young and enterprising
consular officers, despite stag·
gering workloads, go beyond these
legal responsibilities. In Mexico, ·
Peter Wood and Donna Hrinac,
who together were responsible for
some 185 Americans in 13 widely
scattered jails, wrote articles in
English-language magazines and
newspapers to enlist the support
and interest of the American
community in the plight of the
American prisoners. They also
wrote to US pharmaceutical companies for contributions of vita·
mins.
"I was tending to push the
Department to do more for prisoners or anyone in trouble,"
recalls Wood; a former Peace
Corps volunteer and psychiatric
counselor. "That seems to be the
direction the Department is
leaning in."
Still, there are -definite limits to
what consular officers can do,
Hrinac points out. And all their
efforts aren't going to change the
basic differences between American and foreign penal systems.
Says veteran consular officer
Loren Lawrence, "The prison system we have in the United States
is the product of a moderately
enlightened nation with a surplus
of money to spend:-and just look at
our prisons. What can you possibly
anticipate in a poor or developing
country, for example, with an
already overburdened infrastructure, that doesn't have anywhere
near enough resources for people
outside prisons much less inside?"
As too many Americans are
learning, the answer is grim.
Serving time overseas is the kind
of trip you don't want to take.
May 27, 1976
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POTLUCK DINNER
A student, faculty and staff potluck
dinner is scheduled for tonight at 6:30 in the
Grupe Conference Center. The dinner,
sponsored by Womanspace, is to promote
communication between student, faculty
and staff women at Central.
Joanne Alumbaug~ from the League of

WomenJ Voters will speak on the Equal
Rights Amendment. Dr. Jean Putnam from
the Physical Education Department will
speak on women in sports. Debbie Keiser, a
student, will speak on women's health care.
Everyone is encouraged to come. Bring
your own utensils.

TEACHER EDUCATION ORIENTATION

AIR POLLUTION FILM

On Tuesday, June 1 from 7-8 pm and
Monday, June 7 from 3:45-4:45 pm there
will be orientation meetings for all students
planning to enroll in Teacher Education
during 1976-77; the options of the Teacher
Ed Program will be explained in Black 101.

The Washington Lung Association will
show an environmental film, Air Pollution:
The Facts, Wednesday, June 2 at 7:30 pm.
The film deals with the health of the
human lungs. Following the film there will
be a panel discussion. The film will be
shown at the Ellensburg Public Library .

SUMMER BA DEGREES
BA degree applications are now being
accepted in the Registrar's Office for
summer quarter, 1976, graduation.
The deadline for all applications is July 2.

.Workshops planned

A dramatic change
is at hand:

Special workshops to train faculty and students in the use pf
indexes to unpublished educational research reports will be conducted on campus June 29-30.
Directing the workshops .will be
Ian Templeton, associate editor for
the Educational Resources Information Clearinghouse (ERIC) on
Education Management at the
University of Oregon.

The indexes provide access to
unpublished research reports cnntained in the US Office of Education-sponsored ERIC data blank
and are available in the library on •
campus.
Information about the training
sessions, two hours apiece, is
available from Malcolm Alexander, coordinator for public services
at the library.

Carpenter selected as
radio station ·manager
by LINDA TURNER

ArtCarved introduces
the first fashion collection
of womens college rings.
The world's leading manufacturer of diamond and wedding rings
knows when it's time for a brand-new look in college rings.
You can see the new ArtCarved fashion collection on Ring Day.
· Every ring in it is designed for the woman who
appreciates beautiful jewelry and the tr?dition of a college ring.
. If that means you, don't miss the new ArtCarved rings.
You'll like their style.
Gene Oster of john Roberts/Ar:tCarv_ed will be on campus
to personally presen#U:~B.~~ _all of the
latest fashion and traditional coll~g~mg'-'.d.esigns by ArtCarved

for two days only,May 27 and 28 :·;;,

Coilege Store in the SUB.

i;I
Brought to you by th
I

Dale Scott Carpenter, senior in
Mass Communications and Education, will succeed Rob Mates as
manager of radio station KCWS.
The Board of Publications made
the appointment last week. Carpenter will begin his managerial
duties September 1.
Carpenter, whose radio name is
Dale Scott, has been with KCWS
for the past two years as an FM
announcer.
Carpenter says he's looking
forward to next year, adding, ''I'm
going to give KCWS a new look.
"Slated for the station will be a
more mellow music program early
in the morning. We're also working on rem9te programming to
various taverns around town. and
hopef\llly to some of the ASC
dances," Carpenter said.
One of the additions for KCWS
is stereo broadcasting, which was
implemented this spring by Mates.
Carpenter says he's enthusiastic
about stereo broadcasting, as stereo will give KCWS greater listenership and a more credible product
to sell to advertisers."

For fall quarter registration,
"students will be polled to find out
what
want from their radio
said.

SCOTT CARPENTER

Olympia Brewing Compa-;,y, Olympia. Washington "Ol Y'

~

m}e thi~gs never change. .
First hmteJ at in 1919 with a
patent for "a tool
with which to open milk
and fruit canS:' the sleek
steel line of the classic
heer hook had to await
the invention of the beer
can by American Can in
1935.
When employee Dewey
Sampson was detailed to invent
.
this penultimately functional tool. he
succeeded in uniting 30 years of thirsty
throats with the contents of millions of cans
of Oly.
_
It took skill and ingenuity and the result
just can't be improved upon. The same goes for Oly.
Some things never change. A great beer doesn't change.
Olympia never will.

S

®Da~[J)~
Beer doesn't get any better.
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Have good Y-ear

Women successful

in the floor exercise; and Jane
At the NCWSA Region Nint>
Moser in the all-around.
women's tennis championships,
The swimming team, in only its the team placed third with AnThe women's sports program at·
Central had a fairly successful · second season as an intercollegiate dreotti placing fourth in the seyear with field hockey, volleyball, team, had a very successful season cond singles, Panattoni placing
basketball, gymnastics, swim- coming up with a 14-5 win-loss fifth in third singles, Ishikawa
·ming, track and tennis.
record, setting several new school placing fourth in the fifth singles
There were some happy moments records and new freshman re- and Karen Paterson winning the
sixth singles.
and some disappointing ones. The cords.
Andreotti and Pitman, the seThey placed first in the Eastern
field hockey team highlights the
year's start in sports.
relays and defeated such teams as cond doubles team, placed second,
It came up with a 9-6-2 win-loss- UPS, Lewis and Clark and South- and the third doubles team of
tie record for the season with wins ern Oregon. They were defeated Hamilton and Ishikawa placed
against PLU, UW, WSU, Skagit by WSU, Willamette and PLU. third.
The track team also had a very
Valley College and Western; los- : The team placed fifth at the
ing to such teams as University of : Northwest Collegiate Women's successful season placing first in
Idaho, University of Oregon, and Sports Association swimming and their winning invitational, defeatBoise State University.
Diving Championships, where ing Western and PLU in dual
At the Northwest Conference, they finished ninth last year. meets and placing second in the
!he team was able to come through
New school records were set by SPC Invitational.
In the Northern/Eastern Distheir only match in the WSU Wanda Smith in the 50-yard
Invitational Tournament and aver- butterfly with a 30.3 time and in trict meet, Central placed second
aging 12.9 errors per game. The the 200-yard breaststroke with a and set five new district meet
team placed third at the Eastern . time of 2:25.9. ~ancy Baer placed records, with Kathleen Kilpatrick
Area Tournament held at Eastern in the 200-yard breaststroke with setting a new record in the
Oregon State College.
a time of 2:57.0 and in the 100- : 100-meter hurdles with a 14.9
The team also placed sixth in the yard breaststroke with 1: 16.8. time. Pam Riggs tied her record in
National Qualifying Tournament.
Ardis Bow set new records in the 100-yard dash with a time of
The basketball team compiled a the 100-yard freestyle, the 50-yard 11.2 and broke her existing record
9-6 win-loss record during their · _backstroke and the 100-individual in the 220-yard dash with a 24.6
season, defeating Eastern Oregon, Medley with respective times of time.
The 440 relay team of Melanie
Eastern, PLU, WSU, University 59.9, 32.5and1:17.4. She set a new
of Idaho and losing to UW and record in the 500-yard freestyle Kiehn, Julie Davis, Joanne Jordan
and Riggs set a new record with a
Western.
with a time of 5:44.8.
Colleen Hall, Sheryl Fergeran,
The 200-yard freestyle team of time of 50.1 and the mile relay
Kim Grant and Julie Davis are Chris Watt, Smith, Baer and Bow team of Jordan, Davis, Sue Nesome of the members of the team · also set a new record with a 1:52.1 vins and Riggs tied the record
who helped with both the offense time and the 400-yard medley with Flathead Valley of Montana
team of Phoebe Terhaar, Smith, with a 4:03.3 time.
and the defense.
-Higgs and Kilpatrick went to the
·-- _!~e team also placed fourth Sandy Minnich and Watt set a new
Association of Intercollegiate Athwith such feats as tyfng University record with a time of 4:09.2.
of Oregon 1-1 and Oregon State
New frosh records were set by letics of Women National ChampUniversity 0-0, two of the top Smith in the 100-yard butterfly ionships, where Riggs placed seteams in the northwest.
with a 1:05.39 time. Terhaar set venth in the 100-meter dash with a
Kelly Morton, Vicki Mathews records in the 100- and 200-yard time of 11.7 and Kilpatrick placed
twelfth in the 100-meter hurdles
and Linda Ricker helped the team backstroke and tied the 100-yard
during the season by scoring individual medley with times of . with a H. 7 time.
plenty of goals and Nancy Halvor- 1:10.64, 2:36.3 and 1:11.3 respecson, another member of the team, tively.
Minnich set records in the
was selected to the first team of
the Pacific Northwest Section of 50-yard breaststroke and in the
the US Field Hockey Association 200-yard breaststroke with respecin the center back position, and : tive times of 36.5 and 2:59.5.
Kelly Morton was given honorable
The tennis team became the
mention.
I first tennis team at Central to be
The volleyball team had a fairly undef~ated [having a 14-0 record],
good season winning its own defeatmg such schools as PLU,
tournament, losing o~ly to UW in Seattle University, Yakima Valley
Q
that tournament, placing fifth Co~ege, Western, Eastern, WSU,
A two-time all-conference comin t_!ie UW tournament, losing WJ?two~th, Mo11tana State and
munity
college basketball player,
the Eastern area Tournament with Umvers1ty of Montana.
Alphonso Roberts, has announced
Lynn Ishikawa, a member of the
a 2-2 record losing to WSU, to
that he intends to enroll at Central
come up with the fourth place team, had a 1~-0 record for the
next fall.
finish and an advance to the season also; while Mary Andreotti
Roberts, a 6-5 forward for Seattle
·regionals at Portland State Uni- was 13-1 and Rhonda Panattoni
Central Community College, averversity.
was 12-2.
aged about 20 points and 12
The gymnastics team was able
The team placed second in the
rebounds per game during the
to come up with wins against Eastern ~rea Q.ualify~ng Tourpast season and led the Seattle
Seattle University and lost to nament, with Kari Hamilton, PanCommunity College Sea Kings ·to a
Boise State, with Jane Moser attoni, Andreotti, Ishikawa, Karen
third-place finish in th.e Northwinning the all-around titles and Paterson, and Celeste Pitman
west community college tournaplacing first on the ·balance beam qualifying for the Northwest
ment.
and Ooor exercise.
Championships Tournament.
The team also placed third at
the Eastern Invitational and third .
at the Idaho Invitational, with
Moser placing first on the balance
_$5 per hour of prescribed activity car
'beam and winning the all-around
title.
needed, 18 or ov~r fu II or P-art-time
Five-women on the team went to
regionals, held at Pacific Univeropenings
sity in Forest Grove, Ore. They
Job sights in every city
were Kit Boudreaux on the uneven
bars and balance beam; Andi
Interviews at 12 :30, 2 :30, 4 :30 0 & 6 :30 on
Carton on the balance beam,
uneven bars and vaulting; Tina La - June lat Thunderbird Inn Banquet Room on
Roque in floor exercise, vaulting
W~st8th Ellensburg (only time on campus)
and uneven bars; Sandy Melville
by VICKI SIMPSON

1

Roberts plans
to enroll
fc t J
en ra

Jim Hennessy

CAMPUS CRIER

Henry Middles

. Two place nationally

Jim ~ennessy place~ fifth in the 5000-meters and Henry Middles ~
placed sixth to score pomts for Central in the NAIA national track and
field championships in Arkadelphia, Arkansas. Only the first six places
score points in the national meet, but other Central competitors were
amon~ those awarded placing. Kent Turner placed ninth in the 26-mile
run, Bill Lampe took seventh in the triple jump and Mitch Ringe placed
15th in the discus.

Football standouts
expected next fall
Eight community college and
Gary Gunderson, 6-4, 180-pound
high school football players have · end an1 defensive back from
announced their intentions of en- Rainier Beach High School,
rolling at Central in September.
Seattle, was an All-Metro player
The community college -transfer and his school's nominee for the
student-players include: Lynn National Football Foundation prep
Pugh, 6-foot, 210-pound guard and hall of fame. Tom Eagle, an all-city
linebacker from Olympic Commun- player and team illspirational
ity College. The Central Kitsap award winner for Blanchet High
High School graduate was a School, Seattle is a 6-foot, 185second team all-community college pound linebacker. Mike Lee, a
player with the Olympic squad: 6-foot, 200-pound offensive tackle
Jim Ellingsworth, 6-2, 220-pound is from Roosevelt High School,
all-community college honorable Seattle. Tom Trout, a 6-foot,
mention center, hails from Colum- 170-pound wide receiver is from
bia Basin Community College. He Kamiakin High School, Kenneprepped at Richland's Columbia wick. He was an all-conference
High School. Jim Byers, a Wenat- player and his team's co-captain.
chee Valley Community College
linebacker at 6-2, 205-pounds, is an
Expected to be candidates for the
Eastmont High School graduate.
varsity squad when turnouts begin
The graduating high school play- . in the fall are Scott Berlin, .an
ers planning to enroll at the all-conference tackle at Lake
Ellensburg college include: Geoff Washington High School last year
Babby, a 5-10, 175-pound all-conand Dave Lukens, a Californian
ference running back at White
who has played both quarterback
Salmon High School.
and wide receiver.
.
-
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FIFTEEN

Six ~cats named to all-EvCo te-a m
A pair of Central Wildcat baseball players have been named to
i the district 1 NAIA all-star team.
Senior Todd Wyckoff, pitcher and
junior Rich , Mitchell, outfielder,
· were recently honored for their
outstanding performances during
the 1976 season.
Wildcats selected as· Honorable
Mention for District 1 are:
pitchers Mike Crandell and Jm
Page; catcher Stan Renecker;
shortstop Tim Sund; outfielder
Mark Kramer; Jim Busey, third
base; and Randy Loren, second
base and outfield.
Wyckoff, Mitchell, Renecker,
Busey and Kramer, along with
shortstop Greg McDonald, freshJim Busey
Greg McDonald
Rich Mitchell
Mark Kramer
man, were all additionally chosen
....-------------------------------------------~----------, as All-Evergreen Conference.
Central captured the EvCo
championship, their seventh title
in the past nine years under the
coaching of Gary Fredrick. Ce!ltral
was runner-up in the District 1
championship dropping a playoff
doubleheader to Lewis and Clark
State.
Senior Jim Busey was also picked
by the team as honorary captain
for this past season. Senior Neal
White was chosen by his team\ mates as beip.g most inspirationa.

Selling back your
textbooks .·
wOn't make1 ~~
you rich ...

but then a
few extra
bucks
couldn't
hu.rt!
Get the most out of your old textbooks by turning
them into cold, hard cash at the ...

ce··n tral men
excavating
Two Central students, Rich
Tveten and Bill McDonald, have
been selected to join an American
Museum of Naturarmstory-sponsored archaeological excavation
team in Nevada this summer for
an important scientific "dig" of
ancient Indian remains.
.
Excavation of the Gatecliff Shelter in the Toquima Mountains· of
c·en.tral N~vada will be continued
this summer. Earlier uncovering
. of the ancient shelter has found
; evidence of the cultural chronol~ ogy of the Western Shoshone
•Indians dating as far back as 8,000'
· yeaars.
"Gatecliff Shelter is the deepest
rockshelter in North America,"
according to Dr. David Hurst
. Thomas, project director for· the
·American Museum of Natural
History. "The 1976 excavations
will center strictly upon · remains
older than about 4,000 years."
. Tveten and McDonald were
'.chosen for the archaeological pro~""t because .of their outstanding
' academic records and anthropological interests, according to Central
museologist Leonard Williams,
who recommended them for the
: summer program.

SUMMER
,
EDITORSHIP
applications will be
accepted
deadline:
June 1- 1 pm
Submit to:
.R oge _r Reynolds
Mass Media L&L .
SIXTEEN
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AAUP
maybe
•
•
1n union
election
by MARCI BAKER

We~re

Members of the American Asociation of University Professors
(AAUP) last week voted in favor
of placing their organization's
name on the ballot for electing a
collective bargaining agent. They
also voted to have AAUP continue
in its efforts to "insure a fair and
duly organized electiori" for such
an agent.
AA UP's executive committee
previously had decided against
including their name on a spring
quarter ballot. Their action was in
protest to a Faculty Senate vote
against allowing time to create
ground rules for governing the
' upcoming election.
In a letter to the faculty, chapter
President Charles McGehee said
. that AAUP felt the Senate's action
violated the ''rights of the faculty
to be able to vote in a rational and
well-informed manner." He said

the or2anization also felt that the bargaining legislation has been organized election be held.
Earlier, AAUP had filed a petiSenilte's act!o_!l: v!~la~ed ~m~ c:_~~: ·pas-sed. · - monly accepted practices in labor
Another member commented tion with the Faculty Senate
relations.
that a ~ote to select an -agent -wifi requesting they review a motion
be held only if the faculty is ready which would postpone the election
These objections were expressed to do so. If they want to vote, he until fall quarter. The motion had
at the May 17 meeting as reason · said, then AA UP should be on the I been defeated in the previous
why AA UP should not be a ballot as one of the choices.
Senate meeting. In response to the
candidate in a spring quarter
Although AA UP is willing to be petition, a special Senate meeting
election for collective bargaining put on the ballot whenever an was held Wednesday, May 19. The
agent.
election is held, discussion indicat- motion was voted on again and
ed
members would prefer the defeated.
Those who favored being put on
According to the Faculty Code,
the ballot argued that people election be held next fall quarter. the question of whether to postIt
was
argued
that
faculty
memwouldn't understand why AAUP
pone the election must now be put
did not participate. One member bers could then have time to
before the faculty.
become
better
informed
of
the
said, "It would imply to the faculty
The deadline for filing-petitonsto
situation
and
of
different
philosothat AA UP is opposed to collective
be included on the ballot has been
phies
of
the
organizations
qualified
bargaining."
to be put on the ~allot.There would extended to May 28. McGehee said
Also expressed was the possibil- also be time to establish adequate that the chapter is concerned right
_1!9W with getting the required 32
ity that staying out of the election ground rules for the election.
would weaken the organization's
This discussion brought about signatures so that AAUP can
chances of being elected as a the motion to continue AA UP qualify as a candidate for collective
permanent agent once collective efforts for insuring t~at a fair and b3:!"_ga_ining agent.

Cleaning Housel

The following items-whether demo, trade-ins or brand new-have got to go to make room
for new merchandise. MANY "ONE OFA KIND", WITH NOTTO BE REPEATED~~=:E~~~
LOW PRICES. MOVE FAST!
_S()I!Y .S_TR 7<!_~~A receiver (65 watts/ch)? o~ly!
Sony TA 1150 integrated amp w/cabinet (30 watts/ch)
Sony TA 1066 i~tegrated amp (15 watts/ch)
Sony ST_5066 tun~r
Sony STC 7000 preamp-tuner w/cabinet
Sony SQR 8'750 stereo/quad receiver; so· watts/channel .
·
stereo, 32 wa!t_s/channelquad
Pioneer SX 636 receiver (25 watts/ch)
Pioneer SX 737 receiver (35 watts/ch)
Pioneer SX 1010 receiver (the BIG one:
100 watts/ch)
Marantz 16 power amp (88 watts/channel)
Harman/Kardon 630 receiver (30 watts/channel)
Citation 15 tuner w/cabinet
Dvnaco PAT-4 preamp, good condition (used)
Speakers
Audioanalyst A76X
1\u.dioanaJyst AlOOX
MTR 240D (demo}
_RTR HPR 12-Magnum (d~mo)
_Kar Krickett KK 40 (good sounds for your car!)
Turntables _
Sony PS 5520 wI Empire 2000 E III cartridge
Sony PS 4750 direct drive w/ ADC XLM-II cart. 1 only
PE 30i2 w/base, cover,'Grado F3E cartridge 1 onlv
Pioneer PL-A-45-D w/Emprie 2000 E III cart.
Dual 1226 w/base, cover & Empire 2000 E III cart.
Dual 1228 w/wood base, cover, Emprie 2000 E III
Dual 1249 w/wood base, cover, Shure M95ED
Dual CS 601S w/base, cover, Shure V15-III
Tape Decks
· -TeacA170 (cassette)
Teac A400 (cassette)
Headphone~-..
Sup_6rex Pro VI B Clear
· · Sennheiser HD 414
Sennheiser HD 424
.K ossSP3XC
KossPro4AA
KossK6
Cartridges--the least expensive . way to upgrade your system!
- Empire ~000 E III
Grado Fl+
Record Cleaners
· Audio Technica AT 6010
Audio Technica AT 6008
Tape
TDK SD f:60 (cassette)

560
308
170
170
623

499
229
139

700
350
400

499
289
329

700
399
360
43·0
119

549
239
250
a39
79

119
159
250
290
36.95/pr.

89
129
199
219
28.95/pr.

260-400
170
245
263
299
378
355

169
320
89
159
159
189
269
239

239.50
329.50

199.95
279.95

65
49.75
79.75
15.95
65
22.50

37.95
34.95
52.95
7.95
36.95
16.95

70
75

29.95
39.95

1~

489

5.95
9.95

2.99
4.99

2.69

1.79

TEREDCRIFT
..j(~ ~-
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Pearl

Ellensburg

962-2830

SEVENTEEN

TUESDAY.
·It's your
last~ chance to save
abuildle.
.

.

-

Tuesday, June 1,
1976, will be the
last day Cen-

:1ar:!~e~~f~~tes~~·'. ~§
for housing and -food
services.
If you're not living in a residence hall, single
or family apartment now .. : T.uesday is your
last chance to pick up your k~y.
You can invest less than $68 Tuesday and
we'll guarantee you savings of up to $145 for
your housing and food services next year.
Probably even more the following year!
If you're living on campus now, you'll have
the same rates next year as you had this year
and you too will save up to $145, depending
on the meal plan you c.h oose ·next fall.*

.

Comparable
savings are available to you in
single and family
living apartments too.
But remember, you
must be living in any type
of Central's· campus nousing (or at least paying rent for the remaining · 11 days of spring
quarter) on June 1, 1976, to benefit from our
guaranteed rates next year or as many years
thereafter as long as you continue to live in
the same type of campus housing.
So think it over this weekend. ·
Maybe saving a hundred dollars or so isn't
important to you.
•JHousing
But, if it is .... give us a call. ·~~ Services
We'll be happy to hear from you.
?'

1.;

*If you select the cheapest meal plan (Breakfast-Dinner, 5 days a week) and double occupancy accommodations at a cost of$ 6.18 per day or just$ 67.98 for the rest of the quarter, next fall when
you return, you could change your meal plan to All meals, 7 days a week. All meals and double occupancy is now $ 1300 per academic year. New students in residence halls will pay $1445 for the
same thing next fall (after June 1, 1976) when the rates go up. That's a savings of$ 145! Even if you kept the cheapest meal plan, you would still save$ 145 next fall. And remember, all utilities
(heat, electricity: FM-TV cable, water, sewer, refuse service, and free laundry facilities) are included in your rates.

Professors say faculty morale lo\N
----faculty members have decided to
let others worry about the num"it's kind of like that old bers. "They are taking the view,"
saying--we've been down so long it he said, "that they are going to
looks like up to us," remarked conduct classes the way they think
· psychology professor Alma Spit- is academically sound. If the
hill. What is down is faculty number threaten them--so be it."
morale. And it's been down for
A · recent court decision asquite some time.
serting the governing power of the
Legislative funding methods, a Board of Trustees has also affected
recent court decision and depart- faculty morale, said Lygre. He ·
mental cutbacks have led many explained that previously, changes
faculty members to feel they have in the Faculty Code could only be
no control over their professional , made by mutual agreement belives. This iack of control has tween the faculty and the Board of
caused morale to drop on campus.
Trustees. The Board ruled to
Professor David Lygre, Faculty change that arrangement, he said,
Senate chairman, said, however, so that the code could be changed
he feels that faculty morale _is without the agreement of the
"about normal." He quickly added, faculty. The legality of the decision
"When I say normal, I don't mean was challenged in court and the
to imply it's particularly high. I faculty lost.
don't find that morale on this
Lygre said the decision had a
campus is different from faculty negative impact because faculty
morale on other campuses. We're members feel they no longer have
facing the same problems as t}lose a voice in decisions, concerning
on other campuses."
their jobs.
There are several factors, said
President Brooks said that he
Ly~e, which have had a negative
felt the judge simply reaffirmed
effect on morale. One such factor is what was already ,in the law. "The
the legislature's increased em- faculty in fact are professional
phasis on quantity in education. employees," he said. "They do not
He explained, "The budget is have veto power over the Board of
determined solely on the basis of Trustees. Nor can they direct or
how many student credit hours are govern the operation of the
generated by us. The security . of college."
·
the faculty mem~ers w_~thin th~ir
Salaries contribute to low fadepartments can be affected by culty morale because they do not
the number of student credit hours keep up with the cost of living.
their department generates."
Courtney Jones, vke president of
Many faculty members feel that · business and financial affairs, said
the quality of their work doesn't that faculty members are, theorecount for much, said Lygre. He tically, "getting salary cuts just
commented that the method of because salaries are not keeping
funding has reduced education to a up with the cost of living."
saleable quantity. "Students are
Lygre commented that the
the customers and faculty memsystem for promotions and mer~t
bers are the salesmen."
A committee on faculty morale,. increases is also less than adeorganized by the School of Social quate. The amount made available
and Behavioral Sciences, con- for promotions, he said, is detercluded that emphasis on student mined by "budgetary complexcredit hours ·has caused depart- ities" rather than the performance
.ments to compete with each other of faculty members. The system
for students. Alma Spithill, com- for merit increases is designed "so
mit tee chairperson, said, for that relatively few people are
example there has been a "great ·singled out as having performed in
proliferation of 298, 398 and 498 a particularly meritorious fash- .
courses. The committee suggested ion." ·,
Lygre said that "the system in
that this be stopped. It's not
healthy for departments to com- general says most faculty members will be told their performance
pete with each other."
Lygre commented that many was not particularly noteworthy in
by MARCI BAKER

ter-ms --of recei~ing a salary increase."
One solution to the problem
would be a system which provides
for automatic step increases in
salary, said Lygre. The increase
would be based on a faculty
member's teaching performance
and years of experience.
A Faculty Senate proposal,
which advocated such a system,
was presented to the Board of
Trustees on May 14. The Board
rejected the proposal because of
the uncertainty of adequate
funding from the legislature in
future years.
Instead, the Board passed an
administrative plan which will
provide for an estimated 3.9 per
cent general salary increase for
faculty members. Lygre said the
plan first gives priority to alleviating salary inequities and giving
promotions.
The general increase depends on
how much money the college
receives from the legislature,
Lygre said. He explained that the
Board is expecting · to receive
about $370,000. But if that amount
is · cut, he said, the percentage
increase for the faculty will be
less.
The above problems were
among those discussed by the
committee on morale. Spithill mentioned ·other factors which are
"quite demeaning."
"There was a great deal of time
devoted to the importance of
feedback. Faculty almost . never
get feedback and when they do get
it, its quite distant-in the form of a
memo. That may seem like a little
thing but it really isn't."
The number of office phones
have been cut back in departments. Spithill, who has to share a
phone, commented ''There are
many times when I feel more like a
secretary because of the number
of messages I deliver."
Faculty access to the WATS line
has also been restricted. "Many
faculty members don't even want
to ask .to use it," said Spithill. "To
ask permission makes you feel
more like a child. It's quite
insulting, not to mention the
inconvenience."

Spithill said that faculty members also question the effectiveness of the Faculty Senate. "I don't
know how much the · Board of
Trustees listens to the Senate.
One would be inclined to think
they do not listen to faculty wants
or faculty opinions."
Spithill said she has not gotten
With summer approaching and We enjoy having the students use -ayiy administrative feedback about
students vanishing, the desire to our facility here, but a reminder to the committee's conclusions. She
pack up and go becomes over- return books is especially impor- said she hopes something comes of
tant with so many students leav- it. She is not optimistic; she said
whelming for many.
But while throwing things away ing town."
she doesn't believe the Board of
and packing, please note the books
With the end of the school year Trustees is concerned about
at hand, the library activities also morale. Spithill remarked, "I think
in your belongings.
This warning comes from the dwindle. The film and music if they're concerned about anyEllensburg Public Library. And programs will resume in the fall. body's morale it's administrative
- the employees there "get conFor the summer, Yelland says morale and particularly that of
cerned at this time of year," says the children will "enjoy the sum- President Brooks."
Barbara Yelland, the assistant mer reading program. This year,
Brooks said he is aware that
children's librarian Marion Marx faculty morale is low. Administralibrarian.
conduct a bicenteniai read- tive morale, he said, isn't much
"We loose about $3,000 in books
each year," Yelland said, "because ing and stamp collecting pro· higher. He commented that such
people forget to return their gram."
things as inflation, inadequate
books."
Yelland concluded that the sum- legislative funding, lack of public
Yelland says the library staff mer library program will present support and declining enrollments
"doesn't single out the students. films intermittently.
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Library calls for books
before summer break

will

trative insecurity about the Cod~ contains a lot of employment
provisions which will certainly
future.
'
"When you are nervous ·and become a part of any negotiated
insecure,"Brooks said, "when you agreement," he said. "There will
don't have . control over outside be conditions which will have to be
forces and you seem to be losing agreed upon by both the Board of
any kind of influence over your Trustees and faculty members."
Brooks commented tliaf he can
destiny--your morale will naturally
. see why a "good many faculty
be low."
Lygre said that the ultimate members are turning to collective
solution to the problem will be bargaining as an answer." He said,
collective bargaining. The faculty "It might solve the problem in
is in strong agreement with him. · terms of having one spokesman--a
They recently voted by a large bargaining agent--aggressively
majority to be represente_d by a seek to fulfill their needs in some
union. They will elect an agent this ways."
However, Brooks said he does
quarter or next fall to work
toward getting collective bar- not think collective bargaining will
gaining legislation for college fa- solve some of the basic statewide
culty members passed in this problems, such as legislative
funding.
state.
Spithill agrees that · collective
The legislation will enable the
faculty to have more influence bargaining will not solve funding
over Board decisions concerning and other such problems. But, she
the college and employment condi- remarked, "it would make things
tions, said Lygre. "The Faculty an awful lot better."

Bicentennial history
taught this summer
by TAMI ANDERSON
This summer quarter, Dr. Dan
Unruh will be teaching a special
topics class called 200 Years of
American Education.
The class will examine the
American teaching profession in
honor of the country's bicentennial
celebration. In speaking about the
class, Unruh says "I believe people
in our profession should know
about its history."
Unruh has planned the-format of
the class and will use his collection
of textbooks dating back to the
1800s. He claims to have the
largest privately owned collection
of its kind in Washington.
The students will read and tell
old stories used in schools throughout the past two centuries. One
requirement of the class will be to
share things from their family past
such as old report cards, books or
diplomas.
Unruh has contacted retired
teachers from all over the state
and has invited them to visit the
class. So far, he has received many
affirmative responses.
The teachers will be able to
share some of their learning and

teaching experiences and the students will ·1earn about different
school situations and how education has progressed over the
years. One person Unruh hopes to
contact is the oldest living graduate from Central who graduated in
1899. The class will keep a guest
book of all their visitors.
Some of the activities planned
for the class . are an oldfashioned spelling hee and taking
eighth grade examinations that
students were required to take,
dating before 1900. Also planned is
a school · picnic in a one-room
schoolhouse with a birthday cake
and 200 candles.
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ATTENTION CWSC STUDENTS!l!I

Jerrol's is the place to
buy & $ell your textbooks
Jerrol's has 5 classifications for text books. This enables our professional
buyers to pay you the HIGHEST CASH PRICE for your books seven days a
week. Jerrol's buys all your textbooks and workbooks no matter where
you bought them ••

1. DYN-0-MITE BOOKS

Those books which Jerrol's need and that
are in mint cond,i;tion we wlll pay 60 % of
list.

2. FANTASTIC BOOKS'

Those books which Jerrol's need and that
are in good used condition we will pay
55% of list•

3. EXCELLENT BOOKS

Those boo-ks which Jerrol's .need and that
are In normal used condition we will pay
50% of Ust.
Those tltles which Jerrol's have a over ·
stock and those titles which-are no longerbeing used at C.W.S.C. We will pay full
wholesale price.

4. GOOD BOOKS
5. -NO VALUE BOOKS

Those books which no longer have any
value because they are old editions.out
of print or pages are missing.
Due to the timing of the last issue of the CRIER and the availablilty of the professor
text book or.de rs a text book list quoting prices will not be available
until the 1st of next week. At that time it will be posted at the buy back counter
and added to as the orders come in from the professors.
I

THANKS, CENTRAL FOR A wo-NDERFUL YEAR '

Jerrof 's would llke to extend Its thanks to the faculty and students of
Cen_taf's A th let le, Drama, Art Music, symposium committees ond all the
rest for providing this college community with an outstanding year of
entertainment, athletic, cultur~I and scholarly events. It has been our
pleasure to serve Central for 47 year~.

Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 9 to 9 Sit. I

10

~ ~

1

lllllJe r ro I's

Sincerely, .
Jerry Williams
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